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ABSTRACT
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Parks within the City of Toronto’s urban core are currently facing increased public
pressure. “The edge zone” of the park, located at the interface of the street and the park
interior, represents an underutilized space with potential to provide alternative park
functions and increase the overall performative service of urban parks. Cities in the
United States and Canada have launched planning initiatives which have strategized
numerous design policies aimed to increase park services. These initiatives include
improving edge conditions. This study aims to explore, identify and categorize
contemporary edge zone typologies, which can inform design solutions for
underperforming urban street park edges. A comparative case study analysis was
conducted to identify and highlight a series of these typological forms and functions, as
well as illuminate the potential benefits these new edge zone design strategies could
provide for the urban park.
Keywords: Urban design, Park programming, Park connectivity, Park boundaries,
Contemporary parks, Park edge spaces
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Overview
Edges can be found in various forms and places within the urban context. Kevin Lynch,
in his book The Image of the City, envisioned the diversity of edges found throughout
the landscape to include: “shores, railroad cuts, edges of development, [and] walls”
(Lynch, 1960, 47). Of edge types, two edges stand in contrast to one another – the
ecological edge and the urban edge. The ecological edge is defined “as the outer
portion of a patch where the environment differs significantly from the interior of the
patch” (Dramstad et al., 1996, 27). In the context of the city, Lynch says the urban edge
can be described as the "boundar[y] between two different areas, […] boundaries
between two phases, [or] linear breaks in continuity” (Lynch, 1960, 47). The edge zone
of urban street parks represents a “linear interface between two spaces […] that contain
different functions […] or characteristics” (Dee, 2001, 116). The definition of the edge,
as a “linear interface[,]” (Dee, 2001,116) expands the potential for it to be more than a
line; instead it can be understood as a zone that can provide form and function to the
edge interface of the park. The edge zone (Figure 1.1), as it will be referred to in this
thesis, has the potential to offer a range of unique functions because of the interface
shared between two juxtaposing forms – the hard-urban grid and the soft urban park. It
can be defined as a zone that connects the sidewalk and edge of the park with the park
interior and is designed in a variety of physical forms to provide a range of functions.
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Figure 1.1 Edge Zone Diagram (Source: adapted by Author from Google Earth)

Additionally, the edge zone represents an important part of the park because it is
adjacent to the street. William Whyte stated that pioneering the, "success or failure of
open space depends on its relationship to the street” (Garvin and Berens, 1997, 46).
Walter Hood, a professor at UC Berkeley and an experienced award-winning
practitioner, has observed over several years that most activity on the street is found on
the park edge, rather than the center of the park. Jane Jacobs is quoted in a design
book titled Walter Hood: Urban Diaries as stating:
The more successfully a city mingles everyday diversity of uses and users
in its everyday streets [and edges], the more successfully, casually (and
economically) its people thereby enliven and support well located parks
that can thus give back grace and delight to their neighbourhoods instead
of a vacuity.
(Hood, 1997, 53)

Jacobs in her seminal book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, stated that it
was the street and the sidewalk that are the city’s “most vital organs” (Jacobs,1961, 29).
If that statement is true, then the edge’s importance becomes increasingly valuable
because it provides a direct interface between the sidewalk and the park. There have
been numerous and widespread urban revitalization strategies across North America
over the past decade including: Tactical Urbanism, Complete Streets, and the Toronto
Waterfront Revitalization effort. Rethinking urban street park edges represents an
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opportunity to change underutilized public realm space that has similar transformative
potential.
Rethinking the role and function of park edges, where the park edge interfaces with a
street, arose from the author’s personal observations of park spaces within the City of
Toronto. These site visits led to a detailed inventory of park spaces and their adjacent
street capacity. This is documented in Figures 1.2 – 1.4.

Figure 1.2 Moss Park Edge Condition (Image: City of Toronto, 2018)

Figure 1.3 Allan Gardens Edge Condition (Image: Author)
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Figure 1.4 St James Park Edge Condition (Source: Google Earth street view)

Evaluating the series of inventoried park street edge conditions led to the author’s
following conclusion:
The current form of many park street edges, observed through the core urban area of
Toronto, include tree and grass line edges. They lack programmatic elements or seating
spaces, which could generate higher levels of socialising or lingering in the edge space.
In addition, a lack of connection between the internal park and the street sidewalk, due
to uncoordinated design between the street edge and the park, creates confusion as it
relates to a natural transition into the park space. Although alternative opinions could be
made of currently perceived edge conditions, this thesis will explore the possibility for
rethinking design form for the park street edge, to stimulate more creative functions and
activity within the edges of urban parks in rapidly densifying areas.
Although this studies’ context was only based on observations made within Toronto’s
core urban area (Figure 1.5), it is likely that with further studies and data collection,
these conditions would exist across urban areas in many North American cities.
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Figure 1.5 City of Toronto Urban Park Street Interfacing Edges (Source: Public Work, 2018,73 adapted by
Author)
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Why is additional function necessary for the edge of the park?
Currently parks may be fulfilling many of the cities’ and urban users service
expectations, but a number of urban factors are causing increased pressure on these
parks. Examining the changing social and economic conditions within the City of
Toronto, led to the opinion that the City of Toronto’s urban core will see substantial
growth over the next four decades. Toronto’s urban core population is approximately
250,000 people and that number has increased by 7,500 people per year for the past
five years (Public Work, (2018). At the same time, between 1996 and 2014, dwelling
sizes within the urban core have decreased by 20%, and 78% of those dwelling units
were constructed in high rise towers. Currently, more than 130 high rise towers are
under construction (City of Toronto, 2015, 1). There is also a demographic shift
occurring within the TOCORE study, which is examining the core urban area within the
City of Toronto. The rise of the echo-boomers (age 20-39), which account for 47% of
the downtown population increase, are seeking urban lifestyles for various reasons. The
reasons individuals seek the urban area are “jobs, transit, and downtown attractions
over housing size and space” (Toronto Foundation, 2016, 14). Tate describes this form
of societal shift as one that is “highly mobile and individualistic [and the] park [needs] to
[adapt to these] emerging cultural demands” (Tate, 2001, 194). More than five decades
ago Lynch urged park designers to “design for diversity, experiment with new types,
open recreation choices, [and] fit opportunities to the real diversity of city people and
their values” (Lynch, 1960, 213). Facing increasing populations and the social trend
towards smaller dwellings, more pressure in the coming decades will be placed on
urban street park edge zones.
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Urban theorist Alissa North, who has written about increasing the social use of the
public realm, concludes that spaces limited in their function “likely serve as
monofunctional public [space] punctuations, but [will lack] in connection, cohesion, and
multilayered potential” (North, 2013, 13). Given the previous observations about the
current state of many of Toronto’s core park street edges, and the growing urban
pressure facing the City of Toronto – and possibly other north American cities – a need
exists to examine design form programming and feature elements for the park edge that
captures new and possible social functions. Rethinking the urban edge could offer a
series of functions that provide more spatial and social edge performance to meet the
demands of 21st century urban park street edge users. These alternative edge
approaches could foster “a line of exchange along which two areas are sewn together”
(Lynch, 1960, 100).
Goals and Objectives
The goal of this research is to identify, analyze and classify high performance edge
designs from a series of contemporary urban street park edges. Establishing a range of
edge zone typologies can be used to inform design solutions for the edge zone where
underperforming urban street park edges exist.
The Objectives of this Study:
1. Through a literature review, explore the various elements of physical design that are
related to the edge zone (edge, space, foci, path, threshold) (Dee, 2001). Explore the
psychological and sociological effects on the park user that results from these form
systems.
2. Explore the most influential historical periods when physical form changes within the
edge zone occurred, and examine the larger political, social, and economic influences
driving the design transformation of the pertinent period. These historical periods were
explored to trace the evolution of park edges over time and understand forces that
influenced these changes.
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3. Explore, through a series of contemporary urban street park edge case studies, the
design approaches within the edge zone. Through this study, attempt to classify current
edge typologies that have potential to perform at a higher level of design and function.
4. Through a discussion, identify challenges and future directions needed to understand
and develop visual and analytical data for the urban street park edge zone. This is
intended to aid park designers and city staff.
Research Design
This section outlines the methods used to conduct the research. The exploratory
research gathered both primary and secondary sources to generate qualitative data.
The four research methods chosen to achieve the project’s goals and objectives were:
(1) a literature review to understand the design composition and the resulting social and
psychological human response to design form; (2) a historical urban park edge zone
exploration tracing key transformation periods concerning the form and function of the
edge; (3) a contemporary and comparative case study to explore whether edge
typologies exist that would increase the performative nature of the edge space; (4) a
discussion evaluating the key lessons observed from the comparative analysis,
including an evaluation of potential and challenging conditions that exist for integrating
these typologies into existing urban street park edges of a cities’ urban core.
Methods
The research approach, as shown in Figure 1.6, is presented in the following order:
Literature review, historical urban park edge exploration of urban street park edge
zones, comparative case study analysis of contemporary edge zones of urban street
park edges, and a discussion of the results stemming from that comparative case study.
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Chapter 2-Literature Review
Social/psychological Design components of the Edge Zone
understanding
(Edge,Threshold, Path, Foci, Space)
of design form on user

Role of specialized
design elements in Edge
Zone

Chapter 3-Historical Background of the Edge Zone
Historical design evolution of the edge zone and
the social,political and economic influences on
the Edge Zone design

Efforts across North American cities to
redesign the park edge

Chapter 4-Comparative Case Study Analysis
Establish
Edge Zone
typologies

Summarize the
typologies through
observations

CHAPTER 5-Discussion
Challenging factors in Edge
Zone integration

Result synthesis and
discussion of importance

Contribution of research for the
field of landscape architecture and
related urban studies

Figure 1.6 Research Approach (Source: Author)

Literature Review
The literature review was conducted to explore the concept of the urban street park
edge. The aim of this exploration was to:
1. Understand the social and psychological influences that potential design forms have
on the behavior and cognition of the user within a designed street edge zone.
2. Understand the elements of physical design that collectively forms the urban street
park edge zone (edge, threshold, path, foci, and space).
3. Understand the more detailed design elements that can influence the experience and
meaning for the user within the urban street park edge zone.
4. Understand the scope of literature examining edge design to situate the context for
the comparative case study analysis.
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Historical Analysis
The historical analysis was used to explore the evolution of the street edge, within the
urban context, as it generally existed across North America to:
1. Identify key transformation periods influencing the design of the edge zone’s form.
2. Characterise the form and function of the park street edge zone during each period.
3. Understand the political, social, and economic factors contributing to changes
observed at certain times within the edge zone of urban street park edges.
Multiple Critical Case Study Comparative Analysis
The purpose of the multiple case study comparative analysis was to examine a series of
contemporary parks that, interpreted by the author, had a high degree of imagination
and complexity in the design of their street edge zones. Case studies are an appropriate
method of analysis due to their ability to study a “specific event, situations, or complex
phenomenon” (Van den Brink et al, 2017, 107). A case study is “appropriate when
investigators are interested mainly in information specific to the particular study object
and context” (Zeisel, 2006, 98). Other applicable case study edge approaches could
have been used, such as Moore Square in Raleigh, NC by Sasaki or Bryant Park in
New York City, NY by Olin, which proposed sophisticated edge design strategies to
update the traditional features of the park (including the tree canopy and entry
experiences) and adapt the edges to the “changing needs of its user” (Sasaki, 2018,
par.4). These cases were not included because one of the main goals of this study was
to explore beyond commonly proposed edge designs that current initiatives in chapter
three are exploring. In addition, a personal site visit to a few contemporary case study
parks (Tongva Park in Santa Monica, CA and South Park in San Francisco, CA), which
took highly sophisticated and programmatic design approach to their park edges, led to
an alternative scope examining similar approaches in other North American cities. This
yielded a series of contemporary designed parks that took a similar approach to the
spatial formation of the edge, resulting in the establishment of edge zones that provided
a range of functions for the user traveling along the park edge. To determine what
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typologies were emerging, a series of observations and overall lessons were
summarized. One future goal is to be able to directly apply these observations and
design strategies to increase the performance of street interfacing edges in parks facing
increased urban pressures. To narrow the scope and analyze a series of park edges,
the following four-part process was conducted.
Part 1: Site Selection Process
Critical case studies are used when they are deemed by the researcher to be “central to
the theoretical purpose of the investigation” (Van den Brink et al., 2017, 109). Using an
initial database search conducted through Urban Land Institute(ULI), American Society
of Landscape Architects(ASLA), Landezine, Canadian Society of Landscape
Architecture(CSLA) and published books by leading award winning professionals, a
series of parks were selected.
After generating a list of more than 20 sites from across North America, a series of
criteria was established. The criterion developed by the researcher narrowed the
number of parks included in the comparative analysis. This was done by examining the
conditions observed in the current edge zones of Toronto’s urban street parks to find
applicable sites, in terms of achievable forms and functions. The criteria the
contemporary case studies had to meet is as follows:
1. Scale-similar size (1 Ha to 10 Ha) to the range of parks observed within the core
area of the City of Toronto. This is highlighted in Figure 1.5.
2. Prescribed function – there had to be an identifiable primary use, derived from
subjective observation.
3. Urban park context – surrounding urban context to include medium to high
density (determined through the author’s observations), direct street interface,
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commercial/residential building composition, and an edge space that interfaces
with the street.
4. Recognized by professional peer associations, including ASLA, ULI, and local
profession chapter recognition – or has been accepted and embraced by the
community and city. A quantity of visitors, demographic diversity, community
activation or participation of community events within the park.
5. They have sufficient visual and published data to properly analyse.
6. They have edges which resemble elements of design form synthesized through
the literature (space, edge, threshold, path, foci).
7. Urban green-predominant softscape composition, rather than urban paved
squares and plazas.
8. Used a sophisticated or complex approach to define and frame the edge form
and possible functions within the urban street park edge zone – both physically
and visually.
The five case study sites selected and compared are Tongva Park (Santa Monica, CA),
Discovery Green Park (Houston, TX), Klyde Warren Park (Dallas, TX), Millenium Park
(Chicago, IL), and Citygarden (St Louis, MO). These five sites are all located within the
United States, but were the most appropriate selections based on the established
criteria. The researcher determined that these parks represented the most expressive
and dynamic physical design forms observed within the urban street park edge zone.
This selection process allowed for a set of case studies to be efficiently compared
against each other to establish a series of edge typologies.
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Part 2: Grouping Case Studies Based on Form Features
The five case study parks: Tongva Park, Discovery Green Park, Klyde Warren Park,
Millennium Park, and Citygarden were compared by applying a cross-case comparison
using Google Earth plans, Google Earth street view, plans and photos, and designer
explanations of the spaces. Cross-case comparisons are powerful tools to understand
the variation amongst cases and are used when “research design seeks to answer its
question by comparing cases” (Van den Brink et al, 2017, 110). Using multiple cases
“allows for more comprehensive and robust comparison” (Van den Brink et al, 2017,
110). From this analysis phase, certain edge zones with shared common features and
forms were organized into categories. Using Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, and
InDesign, a series of diagrams and annotated photos were produced to highlight the
common elements in the edge zones. This cross-case comparison allowed for a more
detailed analysis across the set of case studies, showing variations and similarities in
the design methods used to achieve the function associated.
Part 3: Generate Shared Observations Between Diagrams
By comparing diagrams produced in Part 2, a series of observations were made to
highlight the shared design form characteristics between the grouped street edge park
zones. This process allows for a more detailed exploration into the shared condition of
these contemporary edge forms.
Part 4: Typology Definition, Naming and Overall Park Type Synthesis
Through the analysis in Parts 1-3, each group of street edge park zones were given a
description and name that appropriately describes the form and perceived function
within the space. George and Bennet, quoted in Van den Brinks et al, recommend a
typological method as it allows for the “classification of phenomena into types [– as a
way to] conceptualise comparisons in a theoretically informed way” (Van den Brink et al,
2017, 113).
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The list below (Figure 1.7) is the synthesized list of the six subtype typologies derived
from the organization of similar edge zones observed amongst the five case study parks
examined, classified and named.

Case Study Typology Synthesis

SUBTYPE 1
Play Edge
1. Millenium Park
2. Citygarden
3. Discovery
Green

SUBTYPE 2
Meander/Stroll Edge

SUBTYPE 3
Landmark Edge

1.Tongva Park Bird Nest
1. Tongva Park
2.
Millenium Park Crown
2. Discovery Green
Fountain

SUBTYPE 4
Elevated/Tilt Edge
1. Tongva park
2. Discovery Green

SUBTYPE 5
Gathering Edge

SUBTYPE 6
Cafe Edge

1. Discovery Green
2. Citygarden

1.Citygarden
2. Klyde Warren
3. Discovery Green

Figure 1.7 Typology Synthesis (Source: Author)

These subtypes could establish conditions that encourage further studies and
explorations within their individual context. This could determine the appropriateness
and evolution of these subtype typologies as more parks integrate edge forms over
time. It also identifies potential edge conditions applicable for the parks inventoried
throughout the Toronto context.
Following the establishment of park edge typologies is an examination of the edge zone
form along the entire boundary to determine a classification type for the entire collection
of the contemporary case studies explored. This process established a working typology
for a new park edge type, which is dramatically different in form than previously
examples explored in the history of edge condition chapter. Identifying park type
representing these evolving edge conditions also aids future research into
understanding aspects or conditions pertaining to the edge zone.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The urban street park edge zone takes on a detailed and complex role when
conditioned for the human scale within the public realm’s park system. Within a park
space, edges are both physical components of the landscape and spatial concepts of
design. The elements of physical design shaping the edge zone of urban street parks
includes the following physical design concepts: space, edge, forms, foci, paths and
thresholds (Dee, 2001). Edges within a park setting create “interlocking forms or places
of transition that enclose and separate[,]” (Dee, 2001, 115) the park and larger urban
spatial elements. Edges in an urban park are “physical and conceptual entities within
landscapes” (Dee, 2001, 115). They provide the potential to “‘knit’ the fabric of
landscape together, connecting architecture to the landscape and vice versa” (Dee,
2001, 115). The ability for the edge to “support or detract from social activity in public
places [as well as physically embody] powerful experiential and cultural meanings [,]”
places a greater emphasis on designing and animating the edge zone (Dee, 2001, 115).
Psychological Importance of Legible Urban Edges
Legibility is defined by Lynch as “the ease with which [the spatial elements…] can be
recognized and can be organized into a coherent pattern” (Lynch, 1960, 2-3). Park
edges represent physical spaces that have the potential to become a “vibrant social
environment[,]” psychologically representing the preferred urban park location for users
“to sit, wait or occupy […] rather than position themselves more centrally.” (Dee, 2001,
118) This observed social behavior is supported by the work of Sussman and Hollander.
Research conducted on “wall hugging[,]”, using rats, revealed a number of observations
that have repercussions on human behavior.
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They concluded from their observations that if the boundaries, or edges, are in an
unclear or undefined condition for the user “we instinctively go on alert […] like a train
without a track, we have no way to engage, at least no easy way forward.” With the
establishment of a “clearly” understandable edge space, the user can relax, “frame
subconscious constructions of mental maps, [and] suggest a way forward” (Sussman &
Hollander, 2015, 26).
Jay Appleton, in The Experience of Landscape, describes the theory of prospect-refuge,
and how “the type and degree of enclosure affects human experience[,]” within the
space (Appleton, 1996, 65). Design forms able to create a prospect-refuge, enable the
user to achieve pleasure through their perception of the prospect-refuge, allowing for
user anxiety to be mitigated and a relaxed state to be achieved (Appleton, 1996, 65).
Enclosure, as quoted by philosopher Stephanie Ross in Herrington’s book, can focus
the attention of the user in the space. Enclosure allows the user of the space to
understand the “microscopic features of our surroundings and encourages us to reflect
on our sensory and bodily engagement with them” (Herrington, 2017, 67). The design of
an enclosure stimulates our imaginative capability, thus intensifying the “experiences
framed by the boundary that encloses and surrounds us” (Herrington, 2017, 67). This
sense of viewing the landscape from the enclosure can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Prospect Refuge Design Form (Dee, 2001, 51)
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The degree to which the space is enclosed varies between the number of sides the
enclosure has. By designing an enclosure on two sides, the concept of a prospectrefuge can be achieved, while still allowing for a “loose” feeling to the space. Adding a
third enclosed side, increases the feeling of privacy, but limits the degree to which the
environment can be viewed (Dee, 2001, 42). Full enclosure creates the most privacy
and feeling of security within the space; however, in public spaces, due to limited exit
points, full enclosure can also create the feeling of a “threatening and unsafe” space
within the urban environment (Dee, 2001, 34).
Molnar furthers this discussion of the human spatial cognition process. He describes
how humans within space establish a sense of security by using their “own height, arm
length[,…] and width of fingers” (Molnar, 2015, 42) to measure a sense of security with
the space. Given this psychological tendency, space must have objects within it that can
relate to human scale measurements. In Herrington’s book, architect Harry Mallgrave is
quoted, that the human body is organized structurally to “give space direction; the
orientation of the face and limbs determine what is ahead and whether we are moving
backwards or forward” (Herrington, 2017, 62).
An individual’s ability to comprehend their space must also be related to how they use
this ability to comprehend others within the space. Edward T. Hall, an anthropologist,
studied the evolutionary history of humans. He concluded in Gehl, 2010, using the
following set of parameters, the distances humans can perceive objects in space. First,
the ability to identify human beings from the surrounding objects in space is in the range
of 300 to 500 meters. Humans can recognize "movement and body language of an
individual" within 100 meters. Reducing the range to 50 and 70 meters allows for the
recognition of an individual's identity. Within 22 to 25 meters, humans can comprehend
facial expression. Finally, the conversational range people can interact is only within 7
meters of each other (Gehl, 2010, 34-35). These distances are important when
structuring space for human interaction at the edge. Gehl’s theory, called the "social
field of vision," claims that 100 meters is the range where our initial socialization begins
with visual gestures (Gehl, 2010, 35). The most important distance is 25 meters
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because this is where we comprehend emotion and expression. Gehl describes the
most critical factor for creating a space is where people can observe others (Gehl, 2010,
35). The final point is that human interaction lies in various scales of close interactions.
Human interaction is especially important when designing seating. The following list
includes the distances where most interactive socialization occurs:
1. 0cm – 45cm = intimate distance – the distance where strong emotions can be
exchanged between people.
2. 45cm – 120cm = personal distance – the distance where close relationships will
take place.
3. 1.2m – 3.7m = social distance – less familiar relationships will conduct
conversations at this distance.
4. above 3.7m = public distance – this is the formal distance where information
would be given in a one directional conversation.
(Gehl, 2010, 46)
Theoretical Qualities of Space (Mystery, Legibility, Coherence, Complexity)
The work of Kaplan and Kaplan expands the theoretical considerations of space and
describes the concept of legibility, which should be understood within the edge zone to
include mystery, coherence, and complexity. They are quoted in Dee’s book stating that
these conditions must be present to develop “experience” and user “preference” within
the space (Dee, 2001, 17). These characteristics can be defined as follows:
1. Mystery – “describes the quality of an environment that encourages us to
discover more about a place; to ‘engage with it[.]”
2. Legibility – is the ease in which an “environment can be ‘read’ or ‘made sense of’
to enable people to predict in landscapes[.]”
3. Coherence – refers to the order of a place; how well it ‘fits together’.
4. Complexity – “the diversity and richness of elements within a place[.]”
(Dee, 2001, 17)
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For an edge space to be perceptible, all four of these qualities are required
“simultaneously” to allow people to “fully respond to [the] place” (Dee, 2001, 17). Figure
2.2 shows a diagram of those elements conceptually discussed above.

Figure 2.2 Spatial Qualities of Design (Dee, 2001, 17)

An important balance must be maintained between these four properties in designing
the edge zone. Baljon describes how an excess of coherence within the design leaves
the space “open to only one interpretation; in short it becomes dull” (Baljon, 1992, 221).
To avoid a space becoming dull, there must be a “degree of complex compositeness
and ambiguity,” that allows aspects of coherence to be “divulged” through the space
(Baljon, 1992, 221). The concept for designing “mystery” is similar; it should be able to
arise “curiosity” by partially and gradually revealing what lies within a place (Baljon,
1992, 221). There is also an interrelationship between coherence and complexity.
Maintaining a level of coherence through the design is possible by increasing the
complexity of the space; however, increasing the scale of complexity places an
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increased level of “[observer…] inventiveness to keep the order perceptible” (Baljon,
1992, 222).
The final element, legibility, is arguably the most important. Without legibility, the space
becomes difficult for the user – not only to understand the space, but as a justifiable
reason to enter the space. Legibility is necessary for people to orient themselves within
the space. People in the space use the “visual sensations of colour, shape, motion, or
polarization of light, as well as other senses, such as smell, sound, touch, kinesthesis,
and sense of gravity[,]” to frame a sense of legibility (Lynch, 1960, 3). The edge zone
should be a clear “vivid and integrated physical setting, capable of producing a sharp
image” (Lynch, 1960, 4). If the user is not provided with enough legibility within the edge
zone, they can suffer from “disorientation […] and the sense of anxiety and even terror”
(Lynch,1960, 4). Given the need for emotional security, these elements must be held in
balance because security brings with it an enhanced “depth and intensity of human
experience” (Lynch, 1960, 5).
Order and Unity
The four qualities discussed above are balanced through order and unity. Elements
within the edge can be distinct, but must always relate to each other and the collective
whole of the space. Architect Mies van der Rohe, quoted in Baljon, described the
composition of design as "nothing more than the creation of order in the chaos in which
every remaining experience subsides in an inevitable poverty" (Baljon, 1992, 220).
Unity, like order, is a form of coherence, composed through a tightly-knit coherent whole
of harmonious parts.” (Molnar, 2015, 222). Unity is formed through the user's ability to
process individual components, having recognition of the previous, while viewing the
next (Baljon, 1992, 223). Various techniques have been used to create unity: such as
repetition, layout, and normal sightlines. Space can have contrasting elements, such as
"tranquil-busy, large-small, move-stay [,]" providing "support" for the other (Baljon, 1992,
223). Although contrasting qualities may exist within a design, the qualities should
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“remain subservient to the one emotional feeling, which has been allowed to dominate”
(Molnar, 2015, 36).
Aesthetics
These qualities form the basic elements of aesthetics, which is important for
understanding the design of the edge zone. Aesthetics of the space are important; a
subcategory of that being empathy. This is described by Tunnard in Gardens in the
Modern Landscape and quoted in Herrington as the concept of spaces having “ethereal”
qualities that could psychologically shape people’s perceptions and feelings (Herrington,
2017, 63). Defining the ability of space to visually evoke these feelings, Herrington
suggests that designers should begin to focus on achieving these responses in
individuals. She describes the process of awakening in designers the “recognition of the
value of tactile qualities in plant material, a grasp of rhythm and accent, [… and a
contribution] to the […] fluid adaptation of site” (Herrington, 2017, 64). Eckbo, quoted in
Herrington, continued this notion by describing the experiential feeling derived from a
space being an equally essential need as “food, sleep, clothing, or sex” (Herrington,
2017, 64).
Human Desires for Using Park Space
Before examining the elements associated with physical design, we need to understand
that one of the primary human desires for visiting parks is the “need for human contact”
(Marcus & Francis, 1990, 71). Although this need can be self-evident, in terms of
designing public realm space, Gehl’s work uncovered a deeper understanding of user
behaviour. He observed that the individual’s emotional emphasis for using the public
realm was sometimes ambiguous, and to cater to these requirements the space needed
“something to offer” the user (Gehl, 2006, 90). By creating a space with something to
offer at the edge, you are providing the user with an excuse “to be there-to see and be
seen”(Gehl, 2006, 90). Gehl observed in Figure 2.3 (Gehl, 2006, 91), various
behaviours within open spaces.
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Figure 2.3 Observed Public Realm Social Interactions (Gehl & Svarre, 2013, 91)
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Socialising Needs Park Users Seek (Socialising Dynamics)
There are two forms of social contact or social interaction – “overt” and “covert” (Marcus
& Francis, 1990, 73). Overt socialising is the process involving interactions people make
through meeting each other. Covert socialising is when people go to a place to not
engage with others, but want the social proximity to people to “watch the world go by”
(Marcus & Francis, 1990, 73). The edge zone presents an opportunity to experiment
with both forms of socialising, given its location to capture socialising elements between
the park and the street. This is necessary in most spaces to create flexibility for
individuals (Marcus & Francis, 1990, 73).
Physical Elements of Design that Construct the Edge Zone (Edge, Path, Foci,
Threshold, Space (Dee, 2001)
Design components act as rhythm, combining and restructuring elements
and spaces in search for familiarity to place and culture. They begin and
end within the boundary of the site. Multiple responses are layered,
formulating a gestalt which Schultz defines as a ‘structure, configuration, or
pattern of physical, biological, or psychological phenomena so integrated
as to constitute a functional unit with properties not derived by the
summation of its parts.
(Hood, 1997, 8)

The elements of physical design involved in the spatial construction of space within the
edge zone includes: edges, threshold, space, path, and foci (Dee, 2001). Together
these elements of physical design shape and form the role the edge zone will serve for
the urban park.
Edges
Edges in the context of the edge zone are “physical and conceptual entities within
landscapes, [and provide] the opportunity to be integrative, complex, rich and subtle in
the design” of a larger public realm. They provide the potential to “‘knit’ the fabric of
landscape together, connecting architecture to the landscape and vice versa” (Dee,
2001, 115). This is significant for the design of an identifiable edge, given the edge’s
ability to “support or detract from social activity in […the public realm]”, and for the edge
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to be able to serve “important experiential and cultural meanings [,]” for the city (Dee,
2001, 115).

Figure 2.4 Edge Form Design Differences (Dee, 2001, 126)

Dee’s Figure 2.4 above shows the variation that can be created through an edge
condition along the length of the edge zone. A change in design form can create a
“diversity” of visual experiences along the edge, while maintaining unity (Dee, 2001,
126). Molnar discusses this form system and how an edge’s form would influence a
user’s experience, leading the eye directionally through the space. The standard
straight line is the dominate pattern established in many North American parks with
linear street interfaces. These line patterns move the eye “forcefully” along the edge.
The design of an edge with a zig zag or diagonal form will create an “active and spirited”
experience, by forcing the user into a “[dynamic] movement” pattern. Finally, curved or
undulating lines enable a more “slow and meandering” experience along the edge,
bringing calm and tranquility (Molnar, 2015, 35).
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Edge Forms
Edge forms within the edge zone can be physically designed in a variety of ways. The
physical design form of that edge can influence many attributes of the site, which will be
discussed in the following section.

Figure 2.5 Rugged vs Smooth Edge Forms (Dee, 2001,124)

Smooth and Rugged
Dee begins by identifying “smooth and rugged” edges – two major variations of edge
formations that “juxtapose” with each other (Dee, 2001, 124). Figure 2.5 above and
Figure 2.6 below compares the way these two opposing edge forms can be integrated
with each other at the edge.
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Figure 2.6 Additional Form Integrations Between Smooth and Rugged Edge Types (Dee, 2001, 125)

The design of a rugged edge can give more “[diversity] and [enclosure of] sub-spaces
as part of their form.” Having a rugged edge provides texture to an edge, and small
groups can form activities within these “subspaces”, created through the textured nature
(Dee, 2001, 124). Furthermore, a strong “interlock” is formed in a rugged edge between
one place and another by “pushing out or pulling in [of] physical forms and
characteristics of one space into another.” The interlocking of the edge space is crucial,
if the objective is to “knit together the fabric of the landscape with overt physical
textures” (Dee, 2001, 125). In contrast, smooth edges are more minimal, both in visual
appearance and the ability to interlock the edge space. The advantage is offering “visual
simplicity and continuity,” along the edge space (Dee, 2001, 124). Dee states that a
fusion or “juxtaposition” of both forms of edge can create the most effective form (Dee,
2001,124).
Due to the nature of the edge, as a line that separates space, there is potential for it to
form an either “intentional or unintentional” barrier (Dee, 2001, 125). The creation of a
physical edge barrier needs to be carefully considered to avoid becoming a
psychological detriment for the acceptance of a space within the edge zone.
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Spurred Edge
A spurred edge is formed on “higher ground projects” through the lower space below,
when there is the creation of a “finger form (spur)” (Dee, 2001,129). Spurred edges are
useful in an edge space when the role of the edge is to form a “niche” space. The niche
is created through spurs, forming structures that appear like “fingers” that protrude out
from the structure to provide both space for the user to have a “vantage [,]” and a series
of structures for playing and sitting. The form that the spurred edge assumes can vary
between “naturalistic or geometric[,]” and can change the interactivity of the edge space
(Dee, 2001, 129).
A more geometric form of a spurred edge would be the creation of steps to form edges
that can be wrapped around the edge space to enclose it. These spaces are usually
successful where people sit, eat and drink. They provide both enclosure and movement
through the structure (Dee, 2001, 131).
Stacked Edge
‘Stacked’ edges are created by changing the level of the surface to form a series of
“strong verticals” resembling “geological stacks” (Dee, 2001, 129). Stacked edges have
a “stepped form”, allowing for a movement pattern that can appear “random or rhythmic
[…], suggesting naturalness” (Dee, 2001, 129). A major design benefit these spaces
provide is the ability to incorporate water or vegetation amongst them, further enhancing
the space. Like a spurred edge, they create space that offers a diversity in form,
allowing for a range of interactivity within the space (Dee, 2001, 129).
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Stacked edge forms are found in the public realm through “steps surrounding public
plazas, stepped porches, stepped statues and seats” (Alexander, 1977, 604). These are
objects in a public space that cause people to “naturally gravitate toward” the object
(Alexander, 1977, 604). These elements could inform the design of an edge space
seeking to enliven the staying power of a structural element or establishing a seating
structure to entice people to sit and observe people (Alexander, 1977, 604). Figure 2.7
shows the physical form and resulting sitting spaces between stacked and spurred
edges.

Figure 2.7 Physical Forms Of Stacked and Spurred Edges (Source: Dee, 2001, 129)

An extreme version of a “stacked” edge condition, which could take form in an urban
park, is the construction of a cliff or chasm. The construction of a high vertical form can
create a “dramatic” form in the landscape. A vertical wall could be programmed with
lighting or a theatrical projection to animate the vertical space, while creating an edge
space with a significant barrier (Dee, 2001, 131).
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Banks and Ridges
Alternatively, there exists more naturalized forms consisting of banks and ridges. Banks
offer sloped ground as a separation or enclosure of the space along the edge. Banks
are more vegetated design forms that can enable play functions or a habitat for plant
and urban wildlife, if the growth is unrestrained. There are definite limits to how steep
these edges can be to provide people a safe place to enjoy for longer periods of time.
Ridges are two banks that form a ridge.
These forms diversify the use of the space, providing separation and features such as
“walking, sitting, watching, viewing, hiding, sunbathing and rolling” (Dee, 2001, 130).
Whyte, in his study of plaza spaces, discusses a vertical transition from street to plaza.
He says that a transition more than three feet in height makes the space difficult to
access, and a design that creates a high or low spatial element forces the user to “make
a decision” (Whyte, 1988, 129). This makes it important to provide a reason such a
visual element or feature would entice the user into the space. Another concern about
the edge, as levels change in the space, is the effect on the user’s ability to see across
the edge space. Whyte states that if “people do not see into a space, they will not use it”
(Whyte, 1988, 129). Once the physical form of the edge within the edge zone has been
designed, the elements of a threshold must be considered.
Thresholds
Thresholds “provide transitional and integrative functions relatable to edges but are
considered more of a “space on [an] edge” (Dee, 2001, 171). They provide a visual link
between spaces and “give spatial configuration to people’s need to adjust from one
situation or experience to another” (Dee, 2001, 171). Within the edge zone, the
threshold will be the space where “people wait, rest, anticipate, arrive and leave, greet,
contemplate, [and] change” (Dee, 2001, 170). Dee describes the threshold as providing
an intermediate design function, which allows the user to acclimate or “prepare”
themselves before entering a space (Dee, 2001, 171). Furthermore, “thresholds are
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often integrated with edges to enable movement across or through the edge to connect
spaces on either side” of it (Dee, 2001, 174). Figure 2.8 shows the concept of a
threshold and the role it plays in the physical design within the edge zone.

Figure 2.8 Threshold Design Forms (Dee, 2001, 171)

The most crucial threshold within the edge zone is the entrance threshold. Through an
identifiable entrance threshold, the edge zone will “be reinforced, helped in [its]
distinctness, marked, and made more vivid” (Alexander, 1977, 277). Entrance
thresholds can “be actual or symbolic and mark the transition from one type of
landscape to another,” of the edge zone (Dee, 2001, 172). The movement through a
designed gateway is a powerful space that "lies at the core of deep emotion[,]" (Hirsch,
2014, 69) and through the design of a gateway, the structure can be endowed with
“popular cultural meaning” (Dee, 2001, 172). Whyte discusses the threshold experience
of Paley Park in New York City, New York, which is reached through a set of stairs.
Although on a different scale of parks being studied, the design of Paley Park’s
threshold is applicable because it seamlessly blends stairs into the form of the space,
creating an "ambiguity to movement” into the space (Whyte, 1980, 57). Through these
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relationships, people can move subtly closer to the park before realizing they have
already entered the park space (Whyte, 1980, 57). Although raised elements to a park
edge can be inviting, sunken areas are uninviting, and most of the time creates "dead
space" (Whyte, 1980, 58). Dee adds that a threshold design, through a set of stairs,
must have enough space for “stopping, sitting and resting” (Dee, 2001, 178). Figure 2.9
shows the diagrammatic forms the entrance or gateway threshold could have in the
design.

Figure 2.9 Entrance Treatments Options (Dee, 2001, 172)

The park entry could also be crafted through more organic ways using topography and
vegetation. Shaping the land either “naturalistically or geometrically” can form an entry,
as shown in Figure 2.10 (Dee, 2001, 177). Using various techniques, vegetation can
also be used to design a threshold. Vegetation is usually used to provide a contrasting
texture to the space beyond, or it can be used to “signal” to the user something beyond
the entrance.
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Figure 2.10 Naturalistic vs Geometric Formed Mounds (Dee, 2001, 177)

Space
Between the edges and thresholds of the edge zone are spaces that must be
maintained by relating and contrasting their size and shape. The degree of similarity or
difference must be balanced by the designer to “avoid monotony or chaos” (Dee, 2001,
52). These spatial differences and similarities can be seen in Figure 2.11 (Dee, 2001,
46).

Figure 2.11 Spatial Form Configurations (Molnar, 2015, 46)
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The left figure has “clear entrances and exits” and has created “seating pockets” within
the space. The figure on the right has an “inconsistent use of materials and stuff” and
the direction of the path entering the space is oriented to arrive in line with a “tree-bench
combination” (Molnar, 2015, 46). Halprin, quoted in Hirsch, felt spaces need to be
formed in a “sequence that enables the user to experience their environment with a kind
of primal immediacy” (Hirsch, 2014, 70). This is accomplished through a “sequential and
variegated series of spaces” (Hirsch, 2014, 70). Lynch describes how the sequence was
made to feel like a melodic line. He suggested that the experience and sensation
through the space be told as a story. This story should be able to be interpreted
backwards, forwards and all directions, depending on where the user enters the space
(Lynch, 1960, 103). Whyte says that the goal of creating spaces for socialising potential
should be organised where traffic lines are designed to enter the space (Whyte, 1980,
21-23). This conclusion also corresponds to seating behaviour; Whyte observed that
people were inclined to sit and stand at natural junction points, or spaces that were
viewed as “transfer points” (Whyte, 1980, 28). These spaces tend to be the
convergence space between different areas (Whyte, 1980, 21-23).
Space can also be created through a vertical dimension and the creation of topography
within the edge zone. Creating a mount or mounds within the park space can become a
feature, which entices “people to climb, view, and roll.” The use of these features in the
edge zone can create space that is a “distinct and focal place” (Dee, 2001, 58).
Plateau spaces have a similar design function enabling a sense of “journey”, and a
group of plateaus can enable the experience of a “raft afloat a sea of flatness” (Dee,
2001, 59).
The use of these elevated forms along the edge to provide a refuge to view the city can
be a dynamic element (Duany & Talen, 1986, 180-181). Creating sloped features, such
as a tilted grass area, can provide "aesthetic relief" from the hard material nature of the
city, and provide another form of seating along the edge (Marcus & Francis, 1990, 3839). Alexander states that the “instinct to climb up to some high place where you can
look down and survey the world, seems to be a fundamental human instinct”
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(Alexander, 1977, 316). There are two benefits to this design implementation. First, is
the ability for an individual to climb up and gain a different perspective that allows them
to look down on the space below. Second, it allows the person a position to orient and
direct themselves once they return to the ground (Alexander, 1977, 316).
The final critical spatial form element the design form of the edge zone should consider
is the degree of flexibility in the space (Gehl, 2010, 161). This flexible space allows for
the intervention of temporal or spontaneous community events that includes: street
vendors, food trucks, night markets, festivals, bringing people to the park, and providing
the critical "eyes on the street[,]" as Jacob’s described (Jacobs,1961, 35). Whyte
describes this kind of activity as critical because these services become the "caterers of
the city's outdoor life" (Whyte, 1980, 50).
Paths
Paths form the “linear landscape […] for travel,” (Dee, 2001, 83) and this path network
allows for the connection of the thresholds, edges and spaces as a collective form
system. The “kinetic experience” of a path requires more complex design consideration
because the user will not be interpreting the space from a “static” perspective (Dee,
2001, 83). Shifting the user’s experience along the path requires detailed design
consideration of the “width, form and surface material of the path” (Dee, 2001, 87). This
may alter, depending on design function, which shifts throughout the edge zone (Dee,
2001, 87). Although alterations along the path should aim to create diversity, the
primary path network through the space must have a “singular quality marking them off
from the surrounding channels” (Lynch, 1960, 96). There are numerous ways to
maintain this cohesive quality including: “special use or activity along their margins, a
characteristic spatial quality, a special texture […] or [a] mode of planting” (Lynch, 1960,
96).
The movement system through the edge zone is vital to consider because it controls the
threshold between the city and the park and guides the experience through the edge
zone (Dee, 2001, 88). Molnar states that an efficient circulation system is distinguished
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by well-defined routes and consistent alignments (Molnar, 2015, 80). The primary role of
a path network through the edge zone should be to allow people to arrive at spaces
within the edge zone in a clear manner, without interfering with other functions that are
designed for the space (Molnar, 2015, 80). The different ways that space can be
defined by the path network can be seen in Figure 2.12 (Dee, 2001, 88).

Figure 2.12 Space and Edge Functional Relationship (Dee, 2001, 88)

Other functional benefits of organized and clear path networks through the edge zone is
in its relationship to vegetation. When considering a higher frequency of users, forms of
vegetation in the design of an edge zone should consider a degree of protection or
separation from the user. Although engaging with natural elements is essential in park
settings, if spaces are not well defined, it can result in trampling (Marcus & Francis,
1990, 38). A thesis by a student at Ryerson University contributed a few details about
the impact that overuse can cause in the form of soil compaction, which has a direct
effect on vegetative health. Soil compaction is “the process whereby soil particles are
forced into a closer state of packing with a corresponding reduction in volume and
expulsion of air” (Sabir, 2009, 13). Through this process, soil that contains the
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vegetated material “increases the bulk density and reduces the ability of air and water to
permeate through the soil medium” (Sabir, 2009, 14). This is important when
considering treatments for the edge zone where high traffic is frequent because without
properly protected vegetation, it can be degraded, affecting the designs intended
experience and function for the space.
Furthermore, “directness” and “indirectness” each have corresponding functional and
aesthetic connotations associated with the path alignment. Using a path system based
on an axis or a linear structure has an associated link with “order, power and control”
(Dee, 2001, 91). Path systems that meander, evoke a feeling of “naturalness” (Dee,
2001, 91). Like the design strategy of edges, paths need to balance these two path
systems, depending on the design purpose (Dee, 2001, 91). Figure 2.13 shows this
spatial balance between space and paths.

Figure 2.13 Path and Space Relationship (Dee,2001,91)
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Types of Paths
Ledge Path
Ledge paths are designed to provide a prospect view over the space. The degree to
which the path is elevated depends on design intent (Dee, 2001, 94).
Cutting Path
These are paths that border either retaining walls or landforms. They create an
experience that is “symbolic” or “spatial” (Dee, 2001, 95).
Ridge Path
Ridge paths are formed by raising the path on “both sides above the surrounding
topography. Through a separation from the surrounding space, they create a feeling of
exposure and unobstructed prospect” (Dee, 2001, 96).
Spiral and Zigzag Paths
These are formed to handle the movement up a steep landform. The comparison of
these two paths can be seen in Figure 2.14 (Dee, 2001, 97).

Figure 2.14 Zig Zag Vs Spiral Elevation Path Form (Dee, 2001, 97)
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There are also more conventional path tools for entry into an elevated space including
steps, staircases and ramps. As previously discussed, steps leading to a space that is
too elevated can create a barrier. To properly use a ramp path system, it needs to be
integrated with the design so all users can access it (Dee, 2001, 98).
Vegetated Paths
Vegetated paths are a tool that can be used to frame the path network within the edge
zone. Vegetation, due to its growth pattern, can enclose and frame space in more fluid
and adaptive ways than hard surfaces. Along path networks they can form interesting
and unique shapes in the following configurations:
1. Forest path – using trees to border the path can create a “sense of place and
time.” These paths can create a “distinctive” experience for the individual
traveling along it (Dee, 2001, 100).
2. Green tunnel – providing a further degree of path enclosure is a tunnel that
creates “total enclosure and seclusion” throughout the vegetated structure.
3. Hedged walks – hedge walks can enclose paths on one or both sides, forming a
level of “secrecy, shelter, [and] scent” (Dee, 2001, 103).
4. Vegetated floors and meadow paths – this is found in the form of perennial
grasses and flowers allowing for “close contact with plants and vistas over
meadow” type spaces (Dee, 2001, 104).
Water Paths
Water paths are formed by a water body shaped in a linear form and a path that
traverses adjacent to this feature. The use of water along the length of a path, whether it
is a rill, channel or a larger waterbody within the edge zone, can “enhance the pleasure
of walking by animating a route” (Dee, 2001, 114).
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The wide range of path options detailed above show how varied and complex the path
experience can be constructed for the user moving through the edge zone.
Foci
This is the final main element of physical design and its role should be understood
within the edge zone. Foci represent “forms (often vertical) that contrast with the
surrounding landscape[,…] assist with orientation[,…], mark a place of spiritual, cultural
or social significance[,…] and [becomes an] ‘event’ in the landscape” (Dee, 2001, 145).
Through these means, they have an interrelationship with the other design forms
previously discussed. Within the edge zone, foci “provide objects on which to rest one’s
gaze” (Dee, 2001, 149). When foci are integrated with the edge form they can provide
visual markers to define the edge (Dee, 2001, 149). Foci also provides markers to “draw
the eye and inspire movement towards them[,]” while strolling along a path (Dee, 2001,
147). Foci can be formed within the edge zone using water objects, sculptures,
landmarks and physical elements, such as rocks and vegetation (Dee, 2001, 152-168).
Specialized Elements
The final area this literature review will examine are the elements that can further add
complexity and legibility to the edge zone. These elements have been discussed
throughout the chapter for their contribution to enhancing the physical form elements
associated with the edge zone. These elements include ecology, vegetation, storm
water, water as a feature, lighting, seating, art, and materiality.
Ecological Edge
Given the future direction of cities and their resilient design efforts, edges designed with
ecological functions have the potential to serve many roles within the edge zone. To
begin, a few ecological principles are as follows:
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Edge Structural Diversity
Species diversity increases with a strong vertical and horizontal structure along the
edge (Dramstad et al., 1996, 29).

Figure 2.15 Structural Diversity Within The Edge Space (Dramstad et al., 29)

Soft Edge Boundary
The use of a soft boundary in the form of a “curvilinear ‘tiny patch’ […] may provide a
number of ecological benefits, including less soil erosion and greater wildlife usage”
(Dramstad et al., 1996, 30).

Figure 2.16 Soft Edge Boundary (Dramstad et al., 1996, 30)
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Edge Width
The width of an edge can increase “the total amount of edge habitat within a landscape”
(Dramstad et al., 1996, 30).

Figure 2.17 Edge Width Form For Habitat (Dramstad et al., 1996, 30)

Edge as a Filter
Ecological path edges can also serve a filter function, “which dampen [the] influences of
the surrounding [area] on the patch interior” (Dramstad et al., 1996, 29).
Vegetation
The use of vegetation plays a large role for increasing valuable ecological functions
within urban areas (Forsyth and Musacchio, 2005, 43-45). Vegetation, such as
understory planting, provides valuable wildlife habitat within urban areas. This type of
planting should be continuous or at least have large enough patch networks within the
edge zone to prevent a large fragmentation of the ecological production (Forsyth and
Musacchio, 1992, 63). The use of even semi-naturalized areas within the edge zone
has the potential to increase the “species pool and species source” (Foreman, 2014,
351). Dramstad et al. states that due to the diversity within the edge there are “rich
opportunities […] to use this key ecological transition zone between two types of habitat
in design” (Dramstad et al., 1996, 27). The use of “flower beds, gravel areas, water
features, shrub patches, lines of woody plants, [and] hedges” can provide different
ecological benefits, and attract different species within different areas of the edge zone
(Foreman, 2014, 350).
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A more developed vegetated complexity has the power to add vertical and horizontal
complexity to the “two-planed dimension” of the space (Hirsch, 2014, 93). Vegetation
can stimulate visual senses, with a range of "texture, color, and massing” (Marcus &
Francis, 1990, 36). The naturalized character in a case appropriate situation, such as an
urban forest edge or a naturalized edge, adds “visual richness and complexity” (Dee,
2001, 134-135).

Figure 2.18 Vegetation Form To Create Unique Space (Dee, 2001,135)

Dee adds that the real benefit from a vegetated edge space is providing a human scale
space, which softens the built form (Dee, 2001, 135). The diversity in vegetation
provides texture and form through foliage, and “provides a visual role in interlocking and
[transitioning] edges” (Dee, 2001, 133). Figure 2.19 shows the use of vegetation to form
these “alcove” type spaces and to soften the physical form. Using vegetation in this way
stimulates an emotive feeling of being “cuddled” and “protected”, while still being able to
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peer out of the space and view the surrounding environment from the edge zone
(Whyte, 1980, 46-47).

Storm Water (Potential Edge Integration)
Many streets that border parks have sewer drains to handle storm water events.
Handling storm water within the edge space of parks represents a design opportunity.
Elizabeth Caruthers Park in Portland, Oregon, designed by Hargreaves, is an example
of incorporating storm water into the edge zone. This edge space performs a storm
water retention function, as well as, an immersive path function for users of the edge
space. This edge zone can be observed in Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19 Storm Water Infiltration System Diagram (Hargreaves Associates, 2018)

The Low Impact Development (LID) guide gives the following approaches and ways
storm water management can be used within urban areas:
1. Conservation and minimization – the incorporation of pervious materials can
increase the permeability of water into these features.
2. Conveyance – grass and bioretention channels that can increase retention of
storm water.
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3. Storage – the ability of various mechanisms to hold water and reduce peak
discharge.
4. Infiltration – the various devises such as bioretention cells, rain gardens, planted
boxes, and native beds that can handle the infiltration of storm water.
(Forsyth and Musacchio, 2005, 51)

Water management in combination with vegetation, such as wet-tolerant grasses and
other herbaceous vegetation, provides many benefits, including habitat diversity,
eutrophication, aerobic decomposition, as well as, bioretention and biofiltration
(Foreman, 180, 2014).
The issue of safety must be raised when discussing a more complex vegetation scheme
at the edge. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) is one factor
that has contributed to a simpler planting scheme at the park edge over the years.
Studies in certain inner city neighbourhoods observed that the use of vegetation
engaged the neighbourhood with outdoor spaces and led to increased surveillance of
the park. Psychological studies found that vegetation reduces factors that lead
individuals to act in violent ways (Kuo and Sullivan, 2001, 346-348).
Water
Water has been used within urban areas since the beginning of city and park design.
Water’s structure, form, and stimulating qualities make it a very evocative design
element to use within a park’s edge zone. The need for water within the edge zone is
essential because it "relates us in profound ways to the origins of our beginnings [and
stimulates…] deep emotional responses in us” (Hirsch, 2014, 69). In major urban
centers water, through sights and sounds, can "stir the most elemental and basic roots
of our human nature" (Hirsch, 2014, 121).
The incorporation of these forms can achieve a space that provides "quiet and
restfulness to an urban environment" (Whyte, 1980, 48), The use of vertical and linear
water features can be used along the length of the edge zone, enhancing “the pleasure
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of walking by [an] animated route”(Dee, 2001,114). These elements along the edge
zone “attract movement and interaction” (Dee, 2001, 114) that can be used to organize
and control movement within the edge.
Lighting
Present consideration for the role of the edge zone in urban street parks, should include
be a discussion to increase the capability for night time use. Project for Public Spaces
(PPS) has laid out a series of conditions that can increase the form and use of lighting
within the edge zone. PPS identified the following elements that must be considered
when lighting the space and forms within the edge zone.
1. Hierarchy – there should be a range of light hierarchies to show the importance of
various elements within the space at night.
2. Pedestrian lighting – most night lighting along streets is designed to light the street for
automobiles, mainly ignoring the pedestrian experience. Parks must often be designed
to provide for a sidewalk and additional spaces further into the park. These could be lit.
3. Lighting for Security – as earlier discussed regarding surveillance and vegetation,
lighting can help in many ways to increase security. Illumination of vegetation and
elements on the ground provide an increased sense of security within the space.
4. Encourage nighttime use – To encourage activity along the park edge, proper lighting
conditions must be designed for users to perform their required functions in the space.
(PPS, 2009, par. 45-52)

Seating
Seating within urban areas occurs in two forms: primary and secondary. Primary seating
is in the form of standard chairs or benches (Gehl, 2010, 141). Secondary seating is in
the form of objects, creating informal spaces such as "steps, bollards, monuments and
fountain edges" (Gehl, 2010, 141).
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In terms of seating configurations, a backrest feature becomes increasingly crucial for
disabled people (Whyte, 1980, 33). Seating should also have mobility. Countless
Parisian Parks and Bryant Park, in New York City, New York, have furniture that can be
reoriented for social purposes or to capture views (Gehl, 2010, 144-145). Whyte, during
his study of plazas, saw the benefit of using moveable chairs due to the flexibility they
offered the user within the space (Whyte, 1980, 28). Several cases show that steps or
secondary form elements within the public realm can be used as seating to provide a
range of socialising configurations due to their vertical nature (Whyte, 1980, 32).
Understanding user behaviour with standardized seating has also been tested. This
study was performed using standard three by six wooden rectangular benches to
observe people's patterns. When two people used the bench, a "choice of orientation"
was made. When three people used the bench, the ability to maintain privacy amongst
them was still possible. When four people occupied the bench, the function shifted, and
the bench became both a table and a seating object (Marcus & Francis, 1990, 35).
These kinds of arrangements are important for the intended use or quantity a seating
structure is meant to accommodate in a design. Figure 2.20 shows a diagram of these
configurations (Marcus & Francis, 1990, 35).

Figure 2.20 Seating Configuration and Socialization Response (Marcus & Francis, 1990, 35)

An interesting observation from Whyte's studies is the required dimensions to allow for
seating. Through observations, the height [ranging] from 7 inches to 44 inches did not
affect the desirability of sitting. The constraint within seating structures was the depth.
Regarding bench features located at the General Motors Plaza, in Manhattan, NY, a
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depth of 24 inches did not allow enough room for people to sit on either side. Through
these observations, the preferable depth is between 30-36 inches (Whyte, 1980, 31).
In terms of seating configuration, Alexander noted that the viewer within a space must
be “low enough” to be in the activity but elevated enough to perceive the space from a
“vantage point” (Alexander, 1977, 604). When people engage in “people watching”
within parks, they try to rise a few feet above the scene, as shown in the sketch in
Figure 2.21 (Alexander, 1977, 605). If these kinds of conditions amongst others are not
considered when designing space, people will not remain very long (Alexander, 1977,
604).

Figure 2.21 Preferred Seating Orientation In Open Space (Alexander,1977,605)

Art
Art is another element that can be used within park edges. It is becoming an
increasingly critical element within the public realm, as it "illuminate[s] the relationship
between the life that each of us embodies (Jacobs, 1961, 373).” Art becomes a
powerful tool in the landscape to reaffirm our "humanity" (Jacobs, 1961, 373). The use
of art pieces within the landscape provides a "visual interruption [,] breaking from the
structure of the city and giving the user an "eye-catch[ing] element" (Jacobs, 1961,
383). Art provides the urban user an "organized complexity" that people try to create for
themselves within the city (Jacobs, 1961, 193). The benefit derived through art forms
within the edge zone include the following:
1. Creates a sense of joy, delight, and wonder at life in the city.
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2. Stimulates play, creativity, and imagination. These conditions can be achieved
through art forms reflecting mythology, metaphors, legends, or historical
representations.
3. Stimulates interaction and socialising amongst individuals. Whyte classified this
process as triangulation – where an object can be used to create interaction between
strangers within a public place (Whyte, 1988, 154).
4. Behaves in the manner to provide shelter, seating or rest for people.
(Marcus & Francis, 1990, 32)

Materiality
Within all these components of design, the final aspect connecting them all is
materiality. Materiality is one of the most important components because it is “physical
matter that people interact with long after the design project is completed” (Herrington,
2017, 114). Although forms construct the space and ultimately the function within the
edge zone, it is the “material that is touched, walked upon or sat on” (Herrington, 2017,
114). By using material, the “sensual quality” of the edge zone is understood and this
plays an important role in shaping the experience felt within the space (Herrington,
2017, 114).
Summary of Literature
The literature review identified elements of physical design that would form the street
park edge; and the resulting social and psychological impact those form elements have
on the function and behaviour within the edge zone. The literature did have gaps, which
includes:
1. Understanding and defining of a park’s edge zone and possible variations within it.
2. The classification and defining of the typologies of these park’s edge zones.
3. A clear observational and diagrammatic understanding of those forms and the
resulting functions within each park edge zone type.
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Although the edge and the elements of physical design have been defined and
visualized in a general way, there exists a void in the literature for understanding the
edge zone within the setting of the park.
More is needed to understand the possible performative design forms for the edge
zone. Beyond sketch diagrams and observations, little has been done to observe park
edge zones with contemporary park settings – and to understand the new experiences
they offer the park and the adjacent street context. Literature deficiencies are common
occurrences, due to topics not exploring a “particular group, sample, or population”
(Creswell, 2014, 117). This study aims to explore and contribute to understanding and
classification studies associated with emerging forms and functions within the 21st
century urban park. Hopefully lessons learned in this study can be applied to traditional
street park edge zones within densifying urban park areas.
Previous Classification Studies of Urban Space
Classification systems have been used for many decades to categorize and understand
the complex and growing collection of similar form elements within the urban
environment. There is a great range of studies. A study titled The Potential of Lost
Space: A New Model for Identifying, Classifying and Transforming Urban Void Space,
by Calen Hamelin is a study that classifies the range of void spaces and their
characteristics (Hamelin, 2016). Classification and Use of Open Space in the Context of
Increasing Urban Capacity is an article by Nicol and Blake examining a range of parks
and classifying them on a scale of naturalism vs urban form (Blake and Nicol, 2000).
Two sources relied on in the literature include studies classifying different areas of the
park. People Places by (Marcus & Francis, 1990) examined and classified, through field
work, a large range of parks across the United States. They created a series of park
types that share common features and identified strategizes that were successful and
unsuccessful. Urban studies have focused on case studies to answer research
questions. Additional studies, such as, (Cranz, 1982) classified the historical phases of
urban park design throughout multiple cities across the United States.
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Chapter 3: Historical Urban Factors Influencing Park Design and Park Edge
This chapter will explore the historical form and role of urban street park edges, ranging
in size between 1ha to 10ha. The period covered is from the mid 19th century to the
most currently understood design transformation. The focus will be park street edge
zones and how the role and spatial interface has shifted over time. This chapter will
explore the larger and more complex social, political and economic forces that
influenced edge zone changes through these time periods. Also explained is the social,
political and economic attitudes that were prevalent during specific times in specific
cities. The study will examine four major time periods where the form and function
shifted in the edge zone. To illustrate this design form transition, one case study park
from each major park design phase will be documented through iconographic plans and
photographs that exemplify the design role of the park street interface zone of that
specific period.
Escape from The City: The Pleasure Park (1850-1900)
The role of the edge zone during this period was to provide a layer of separation
between the park and the city. It was situated on the exterior of the park and intended to
immerse the user in the park. This transformative landscape expression was
spearheaded by Olmsted and Vaux, who believed the park’s role for society was to
provide, "a direct social function and a subtler spiritual purpose" (Wright, 1984, 35).
This park movement was referred to by Wright as the Pleasure Park Movement (Wright,
1984, 35). It shifted away from the three pillars of European tradition, which had guided
park design. These design pillars were as follows:
[(1) Parks] should orient [themselves] to the image of the city[.(2)] In
mirroring nature, it should be differentiated from [the] surrounding
landscape and recognizable as something different[.(3) The] difference
should not be [an] unnatural contrast but rather a heightening of nature in
the image of nature and reason.
(Cranz, 1982, 5).
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This was considered the beginning of a North American approach to park design
(Cranz, 1982, 5). Parks modeled on the principles of the Pleasure Ground Movement
were inspired by the work of Olmsted and Vaux and would focus on bringing a
rejuvenation to the public realm. Park edges of this period traditionally had a wall of
vegetation to reduce the visual impact of the surrounding buildings (Cranz, 1982, 33).
The vegetated edge provided a visual contrast in the environment for the street user,
which aided in reducing stress while walking on the street adjacent to the park or routes
to the periphery of the edge zone (Cranz, 1982, 36).
Plantings were heavily used in these parks. They were used to "form and modulate
space” (Cranz, 1982, 40). The massing of trees along the edge space was used to
create the feeling of "moving through [a] spatial [sequence]". In unison with the park
transition, certain streets were being identified for their significance in the overall urban
design of the city, were transformed into “beautiful and prestigious streets” (Williams,
2014, 153). By 1885, the Grand Allées in Quebec City, Quebec, had been planted with
trees. Benches and site furniture were lining the streets (Williams, 2014, 153). In the
United States the envisioning of the street was a composition of grand boulevards,
creating a grand arrival at the park entrance. This design approach sought by Olmsted
and Vaux, would be known as The Parkway (Jacobs et al. 2002, 84). The Parkway was
inspired by the legacy of French boulevards. In 1870, a design for The Parkway
resembling the “grand approach from the east,” would be presented (Newton, 1974,
596). The boulevards designed around Prospect Park, in Brooklyn, NY, as well as other
parks were a “pleasant combination of carriageways, ‘parked pedestrian strips’, and
overarching elms” (Newton, 1974, 597).
Many of the parks had densely vegetated planting schemes within the edge zone;
however, there was apprehension to more extravagant and warm coloured schemes.
Olmsted felt that flowers would "reveal the hand of man” (Cranz, 1982, 49).
Parks developed during this period were a homage to the pastoral beauty found in the
country, and largely invisible in urban industrial cities. These parks were based upon
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principles of democracy and egalitarianism – a place for everyone within society to
experience (Williams, 2014, 169).

Figure 3.1 Icon Plan Sketch of Halifax Public Gardens Edge Zone (Source: Author)

Within the Canadian context, many of the first parks originated from horticultural
societies. The edge zone can be observed in Figure 3.1. Horticultural groups, such as
those on the east coast, wanted to beautify and “advance the art of horticulture and the
science of botany” (Williams, 2014, 176). Halifax Public Gardens, in Halifax, NS, was
established in 1867. It borrowed design principles from the great parks of the United
States to enclose the structure of the park through a lushly planted topographic
structure within the edge zone. The edge zone of the Halifax Public Gardens consisted
of parallel and perpendicular path networks that ran through large sections of the park.
There were a series of more "intimate" or meandering paths within each individual
section of the park. The park was fenced, and this served a deliberate purpose. As
people passed through a series of iron gates, the threshold was to provide a function to
allow the user to "forget the world" that lay outside of it (Williams, 2014, 173). The large
"elaborate" gates created the feeling of grandeur and the impression that they “were to
be taken seriously" (Cranz, 1961, 49). The grand gates also created a design
separation of the park and street with an impermeable high iron fence surrounding the
entire perimeter; the fence also controlled access through a select number of grand
entrances as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Halifax Public Gardens Entrance (Image: Downie, Mary A., 2013)

The edge space of Halifax Public Gardens was to offer entry to an “oasis of greenery,
[…] tranquility, and of floral beauty in a densely habited milieu” (Williams, 2014, 159).
The transition of the edge form design for the Halifax Public Gardens’ edge, began in
1875 with the planting of 2,000 trees within the edge zone (The Friends of the Public
Gardens, 2018, par. 7). These trees had an informal planting scheme and provided a
buffer to the outside urban context, as seen in the aerial photo in Figure 3.3.
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Figure. 3.3 Aerial of Halifax Public Gardens (Image: The Friends of the Public Gardens, 2018)

From the aerial photo, we see that a series of paths were designed in this zone, which
would traverse through the decorative and heavily planted park spaces. The edge
zone’s role in Halifax Public Gardens was to separate the exterior sidewalk from the
more meandering trails found within the interior of the park. Water was an element used
in Halifax Public Gardens; it was designed to reach the edge zone and brought the
tranquil nature of water to aid in the pleasure ground function sought with park edges of
this period.
The Pleasure Ground Movement was about the unobstructed pastoral illusion.
However, by the end of this period and into the 20th century, park planners began to
emphasize a more formal and reformed approach to the design of the edge zone, and
the use and function of the park (Cranz, 1962, 59).
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Reforming the Park: The Reform Park (1900-1930)
From a socio-economic perspective, the late 19th century through to the mid 1930’s
resulted in a shift in the structure of work, allowing people more time to rest and enjoy
urban parks within the public realm. In addition, the first wave of automobile integration
came to the cities, beginning a transformation of the streets. This brought the first
complex interaction between pedestrians and automobiles (Cranz, 1982, 80). In
Philadelphia, between 1905 and 1920, the number of automobiles increased from five to
one hundred thousand (Heinzen, 2009, 114).
To address the social public realm needs of rapidly expanding urban cores, city
authorities abandoned the model of a “one great park” approach, or even the park
approach within the park street interface zone that was viewed as a retreat from the city
(Cranz, 1982, 5). There was a push within Canadian and United States cities to diversify
the scale and type of green spaces offered within the public realm (Williams, 2014,
230). Parks within urban cores, developed during the Pleasure Ground Movement,
needed major restorative efforts to their vegetative complexity and design approach to
better adapt to the social conditions of the time and place (Heinzen, 2009, 96). Initiating
the discussion around these public realm transformations was the City Beautiful
Movement. This was an ideological approach, arising largely from the Chicago World
Columbian Exposition of 1893, which increased public interest in public realm design
(Newton, 1974, 413). This movement grew into a “nationwide reform crusade to uplift
urban life through large scale neo-classical renovations” (Heinzen, 2009, 97). Charles
Mulford Robinson, an editor for Post-Express, was one individual who began circulating
design ideas that were raised at the exposition (Newton, 1974, 413). In his book,
Modern Civic Art or the City Made Beautiful, published in 1903, he noted that more than
twelve hundred societal movements were focused on seeking “civic improvement”
(Newton, 1974, 415). Civic groups were responding to what they perceived as
unacceptable urban conditions. Although the Pleasure Ground Parks of the previous
movement brought open spaces to urban residents, many groups within urban society
did not benefit from these parks and were still living in "unhealthy slum[s]" (Williams,
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2014, 264). The Reform Movement, in response to this, wanted small parks to provide
open space for every district.
At the same time, city departments started searching for park spaces by using statistics
that tracked population densities. Specific park dimensions for park sizes were now
being suggested. In New York, around 1910, planning directions were specifying that for
each one thousand acres of city, 10 acres was to be allocated for park squares and 40
acres was to be reserved for large parks (Cranz,1982, 83). Within U.S cities, many of
these new parks were being placed in the densest neighbourhoods (Cranz, 1982, 82).
Design thinking also shifted during this period, sparking new professionals and groups
to reexamine the form and structure of park design. The Reform Movement provided
order by straightening the existing path network to establish direct routes, largely
reversing the meandering design form through the edge zone of the previous period.
Views were no longer controlled, and the increasingly built skyline was beginning to be
seen from within the parks (Cranz, 1982, 88-92). The experience sought within Reform
Parks also shifted from the previous era. The Pleasure Ground Parks were an escape
from the city – a way to achieve peace and serenity. Reform Parks, on the other hand,
welcomed the noise and activities that came with these new schemes (Cranz, 1982,
98). This led to a Reformed Movement approach to the park edge space and the role of
the edge zone.
Rittenhouse Square, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, during this period, was one of those
traditional public realm parks, undergoing major transformations in its edge zone. Of the
original 144 trees planted within the park, in the range of “86 and 114 [trees] were dead
or dying and 38 were in poor condition” (Heinzen, 2009, 96). As early as 1884, many
individuals within various city departments felt that there was a need to make
“improvements” to the park. Fences that bordered Rittenhouse Square were removed in
1885. They can be seen surrounding the park in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Rittenhouse Square Fenced Entrance Design (Image: Heinzen, 2009, 71)

Guiding the transformation of Rittenhouse Square was Paul Cret, a French designer
educated in architecture at the University of Pennsylvania. As can be seen in the photo

Figure 3.5 Rittenhouse Square Reformed Entrance (Image: Cannon, 2016)

in Figure. 3.5, Cret brought more formal and structured entry to the park, through the
design of balustrades and urns in the edge zone.
Although the layout with gravel paths and tree lined boundaries remained, Cret’s design
brought an added formalism and grandeur to the park (Heinzen, 2009, 100) Figure 3.6
shows an iconographic diagram of Rittenhouse Square along the edge zone, which can
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be viewed as a refinement, that opens to the street using a lower gate feature as shown
in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6 Iconographic Plan Sketch Rittenhouse Square Edge Zone (Source: Author)

All four corners, which provide controlled thresholds into the park, are framed through
limestone balustrades and “classical urns” (Heinzen, 2009, 101). Figure 3.5 shows that
this design frames and formalizes the entrance experience. At the border area
“thousands of flowering plants and shrubs[,]” and numerous trees were planted
(Heinzen, 2009, 101). Different from previous park periods, vegetation was used in a
more controlled way, providing a street buffer, but allowing views into and out of the
park space as shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Reformed Vegetated Structure Rittenhouse Square (Image: Google Earth street view)

Rather than a transformation, the Reform Period could be interpreted as a refinement of
previous elements, and a more formal or grander presentation. The control over the
entrances and the function within the edge zone remained, like the previous period.
The Rationalization of Park Design: Reduced Budget and Urban Deterioration
(1930-1965)
The political and social movements shaping park design during this period were largely
influenced by the Progressive Movement. This movement originated at the turn of the
century, but didn’t start to influence park design until the 1920’s and 1930’s (Low et al.,
2005, 26-27). This period brought planners, such as Robert Moses, who wielded great
power over social control; they “abandoned their idealistic efforts to use parks as a
mechanism of social reform” (Cranz, 1982,101). This aggressive agenda brought an
assertiveness that parks no longer had to be justified – they were to be viewed as
“essential” needs for the city (Cranz, 1982, 101).
Many people felt that parks had lost the desired goal of the past and were now too
functionally driven (Cranz, 1982, 102-105). Standardization within parks was beginning
to lead design policy and this was repeated throughout park networks, regardless of
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local context (Cranz, 1982, 122). Garett Eckbo, during this period, described this phase
of park design as more "limited, conventional, stereotyped, repetitive, and resistant to
innovation in form than any other area of design" (Cranz, 1982, 122).
Much of this standardization was a result of reduced maintenance budgets (Cranz,
1982, 107). Canadian cities were also experiencing a lack of maintenance and
operational budgets. Many parks following the Second World War were falling into
disrepair. Parks of this time required significant increases in maintenance and
renovations to return to even a satisfactory state (Wright, 1984, 50). The horticultural
movements, which designed with heavy planting schemes, were removed - especially
shrubs (Wright, 1984, 50). This simplified process was further "justified" as being related
to the necessity of “safety and ease of surveillance." (Cranz, 1982, 123). One of the
largest design influences during this period was the rise of Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design (CPTED). Various studies performed tried to link crime and
vegetation together, and this resulted in many alterations to park spaces. These
modifications, along with maintenance routines, led to the structure many parks have
today (Kuo & Sullivan, 2001, 346-348) – in the form of high canopies and grass. The
Grand Boulevards of previous periods, which created forested links with the park, were
subject to the transportation needs of society, impacting the beauty of these boulevards,
leading to the “downfall in splendor of these roads.” (Newton, 1974, 596).
External city forces outside of the edge zone were also being transformed. Surrounding
streets were increasingly unsafe due to increased vehicular movement – and many
people stopped visiting parks. At the end of this phase, the park began to be viewed as
irrelevant. Cranz says, that during this time the symbol parks stood for in the city
required a cultural shift in thought. The park needed to serve the role of a space within
people’s lives by offering them “imagination and inspiration” (Cranz, 1982, 137).
Not only were the edges and park spaces being affected, but the grand streets
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proposed in the 19th century were simplified. Starting in the 1950’s, boulevards that
were lined with trees and lush vegetation, were subjected to what was described as “the
functional classification of streets” (Jacobs et al., 2002, 5). This auto-centric focus was
initiated in the 1930’s, with the rise of traffic engineering to “achieve a specialization of
urban streets[,] and the movement functions they were primarily intended to serve [the
automobile].” (Jacobs et al., 2002, 5).

Figure 3.8 Icon Plan Sketch Simplified Edge Zone Allan Gardens (Source: Author)

Allan Gardens, in Toronto, Ontario, shows this simplified condition that began during
this period. Although the changes within the design form of the edge zone within Allan
Gardens occurred after this period, the resulting changes were a result of design
policies enacted during this historical phase. Using plans from the Reform Period
(Figure 3.9) of the Park at the turn of the 21st century and comparing it to the current
state of Allan Gardens (Figure 3.10), we see that numerous simplifications have
resulted.
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Figure 3.9 Allan Garden Plan 1910 (Source: Livings et al., 2014,5)

Figure 3.10 Allan Gardens Plan 2015 (Source: Livings et al., 2014,5)

The double row of trees around the perimeter was removed, which reduces the
“residential quality of the street” (City of Toronto, 2004, 2-26). The removal of the
perimeter fence made the park more accessible but reduced the control over the
entrance experience (Livings et al., 2014, 11). Removing the meandering paths within
the edge zone resulted in a loss of the “picturesque manner” to the park (City of
Toronto, 2004, 2-26).
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Although this period caused a simplification to the design form of the park edge within
the edge zone, it sparked a renewed focus on the state of park design during the
following period. This renewed energy and design thinking led to a philosophically
renewed focus on urban revitalization (Hirsch, 2014, 60-69).
Open Space System (1965- Present)
Beginning in this phase, designers wanted to break from the "rational and functional
modern city” (Hirsch, 2014, 69). Many designers viewed the previous period as one that
was "sensuously deprived” (Hirsch, 2014, 69). Halprin felt that the park of the previous
period had "consciously been eradicated, stifled and neutralized” (Hirsch, 2014, 69).
Within this period, modernism started to rise. There was a push toward modern
material, including concrete and cinder blocks, which were viewed as “refreshing” and
more efficient at creating these more expressive forms in the landscape (Hirsch, 2014,
69).
Changes in the park’s function, influenced by modernism, created a positive and
optimistic view of cities. Thinking shifted from one where “within the park, the city was
not supposed to exist," (Cranz, 1982, 233) to a new perspective where the city should
be viewed in a celebratory way. The city became a space of "intricate forms and
juxtapositions, generated by an active industrial and commercial culture, [which could
be assessed] through aesthetic criteria" (Cranz, 1982, 234). With the shifting role of the
"city as an artifact", the park became a lens to view the city from (Cranz, 1982, 234).
Another philosophical change that arose during the 1990’s was one of sustainability.
This movement focused on creating parks that were concerned with addressing both
the function to accommodate human health, as well as, ecological health. Many of the
ecological trends were focused on native plants, permeability for storm water, and
ecological restoration or creation (Cranz & Boland, 2004, 103). These changes are still
evolving and their current applications have been limited within the edge zone.
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The open space system introduced several more flexible principles to guide the design
process. Individuals, such as Halprin and Kiley, were designing complex urban
revitalization projects, such as Fountain Palace in Dallas or Freeway Park in Seattle
(Cranz, 136, 139). Furthermore; design books started theorizing about new design form
potential, such as Garett Eckbo with his book, Landscape of Living (Eckbo, 1950).
These efforts, put forth by prominent theorists, started to change the visual
understanding of landscape design during this period.
There was also a growing understanding of behavioral science, and how the "physical
surroundings consciously or subconsciously shape human attitudes” (Dahl & Molnar,
1986, 7). The massive architectural forms that cities were becoming was viewed as a
growing monotony in people’s urban experience. Although the edges of traditional urban
street parks were rarely redesigned during this period, the design philosophy developed
and executed in other areas of the city appears to be present within the modern 21st
century urban street park.
Conclusion
Throughout the history of the edge zone, groups have shifted the demands and
functions of these spaces. Parks were originally built as escapes from the city, and the
picturesque park period designed parks to leave the stress and poor urban conditions
behind. This led to the edge zone serving a buffer role. The Reform Period, at the
beginning of the 1900's, was a rehabilitation of more traditional design initiatives trying
to structure the edge zone, and further engage the space with the city and other social
groups within the park. The beginning of 1930’s moved away from the philosophical and
aesthetic consideration of park design. The goal within the edge zone was to provide
ease of maintenance and surveillance. The 1960’s brought a reimagining of design
theory, returning and reinterpreting design of the past as suggestions to a way forward.
This was a much more humanistic driven approach. Change didn’t always come to
traditional urban street parks during this period, but the thinking carried forward and led
to a regeneration in design emphasis.
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Current City Efforts to Address the Edge Space
The current phase of urban street park design is culminating with open space theories,
as well as, theories raised during previous park design periods. These theories and
approaches are being integrated into the park edges throughout North America. Certain
cities have begun to develop city wide strategies to examine urban street parks and the
role park edges can play in the context of 21st century urban street parks. These efforts
are in the context of rapidly densifying urban cores. Following decades of decline (US
cities) and little growth (Canadian Cities), suburbs expanded rapidly. Two studies were
identified: Parks Without Borders in New York City and TOCORE in Toronto. Both
reports have identified park edges as important areas to consider when rethinking urban
street park design.
The New York study, led by NYC Parks, identified barriers needing to be addressed
within the park edge. To highlight these reduction strategies, they are using “showcase
projects” to address the perceived: accessibility, neighbourhood connection, and
underutilized park edge areas. To accomplish this, the city plans to:
1. Take a new approach to park entrances and boundaries where they most directly
interact with the surrounding community.
2. Improve fences and gates and add other amenities, such as public art and
landscaping to make entrances more inviting.
3. Find new ways to bring beauty from the park to the community by greening key
intersections and entrances and identifying new opportunities to activate underused
public spaces with temporary art and programming.
4. Look for opportunities to extend park amenities to adjacent sidewalks and pedestrian
plazas.
(Source: The City Of New York, 208-209)
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The TOCORE report is the other significant project; it influences the direction of
Toronto’s parks and public realm city core area. This planning document, which is
entering phase three of development, focuses on many aspects of park edge
integration.
A few examples of planning principles identified within the TOCORE Downtown Parks
and Public Realm Plan includes:
Jarvis Street
•

Establish the character of Jarvis Street as a “Cultural Corridor” through a
strategic plan focused on reestablishing the street as “a grand tree lined
promenade that supports civic life” (Public Work, 2018).

Garden District
•

Provide a revitalization to the Garden Park District by “connecting the discrete
parks, streetscapes and open spaces into a coherent whole.”
(Public Work, 2018, 32)

In unison with the TOCORE direction, Friends of Allan Gardens (FOAG) have identified
many edge conditions to:
•

“Improve pedestrian experience through distinctive and cohesively design
streetscapes through upgraded streets and sidewalk pavements and elegant
curb details; street furnishings including benches, light standards, planters, tree
grates, waste receptacles and distinctive tree and understory plantings” (FOAG,
2017, 58-60).
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•

Make improvements within the streetscape to be cohesive with the development
of Allan Gardens.

•

Define the park edges through “benches, low planting, decorative curbs, fencing,
and sidewalk trees, which currently is diminished at the perimeter sidewalk. The
entrance and exit experience is “absent”
(FOAG, 2017, 58-60).

These certain elements are part of more comprehensive documents focused on public
realm strategies designed for cities they were prepared for. After examining the scope
of the TOCORE and NYC Parks Without Borders projects, the primary focus seems to
be on treatments for the edge that provide legibility, and the removal of physical barriers
at the entry to the park. This is intended to enhance user experience while walking
along the sidewalk, or to increase the attractiveness of dilapidated parks located
throughout the city. The goal of the research conducted in this paper is more
exploratory; focused on examining the potential that exists to transform the edge zone,
and to possibly consider new forms and functions the edge zone could provide for the
park and greater context. The following comparative case study analysis chapter will
explore notable 21st century urban street park edge zones. Through a study of the edge
zone cases, an attempt to classify edge zone typologies and extract principles will be
made. This can inform park designers examining the role of urban street edge parks
within the Toronto context.
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Chapter 4: Case Study Comparative Analysis
Urban Park Context Maps
The five parks in this comparative case study include: Klyde Warren Park, Citygarden,
Tongva Park, Millennium Park, and Discovery Green. This chapter highlights the comparative case study method. It was conducted using a series of diagrams, enlargement
plans, and annotated photos produced by the author to illustrate, analyze and synthesize the six edge zone typologies. These typologies include: play edge zone, meander/
stroll edge zone, landmark edge zone, gather edge zone, viewing edge zone, and cafe
edge zone. Following the analysis of each edge zone is a summary page highlighting
the key forms and elements observed. Lastly, each of the identified edge zone typologies were given a name describing the function associated with it, along with a descriptive definition to provide a clear classification type for each zone.
Klyde Warren Park

Citygarden Park

Figure 4.1 Klyde Warren Park Urban Context Map
(Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

Figure 4.2 Citygarden Urban Context
Map (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

Park Design Information
City: Dallas, TX
Design By: Jim Burnett
Size: 2 Ha
Year Built: 2012

Park Design Information
City: St Louis,Mo
Design By: Nelson Byrd Woltz
Size: 1 Ha
Year Built: 2009
Legend
Direction of North
Scale=100m
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Tongva Park

Klyde Warren Park

Figure 4.4 Tongva Park Urban Context Map
(Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)
Figure 4.3 Millennium Park Urban Context Map
(Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

Park Design Information
City: Chicago, Il
Design By: Krueck And Sexton
Architects
Fountain By: Jaume Plensa
Lurie Garden By: GGN
Size: 10.11 Ha
Year Built: 2004
Discovery Green

Park Design Information
City: Santa Monica, CA
Design By: Field Operations
Size: 2.5 HA
Year Built: 2013

Figure 4.5 Discovery Green Urban Context Map
(Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

Park Design Information
City: Houston, Tx
Design By: Jim Burnett
Size: 2 Ha
Year Built: 2008
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Edge Zone Typology 1: Play Edge Zone
Definition: An edge zone that contains physical form elements that allows for play and
social interaction. The edge zone defines, through physical form, a space programmed
for active play, and a larger socialization and gathering function.
Millennium Park-Enlargement Plan (PEZ)
P1 Millennium Park-Annotated Photo
(PEZ)

DENSELY VEGETATED PERIPHERY

INTERACTIVE/SPONTANOUS WATER

LARGE PERIPHERY-SEATING/VIEWING
SPACE

P1

CLEAR EDGE BOUNDARY
PLAY SPACE/VIEWING SPACE

Figure 4.7 (Image: Plensa, 2018)

Millennium Park-Park Context Map (PEZ)

Figure 4.6 (Source: Google Earth adapted by
Author)
20M
Circulation Network
Interactive Play
Elements
Secondary Seating
Elements

Figure 4.8 (Source: Google Earth adapted
by Author)

P1-Photo Direction
Textural Splash Pad
Major Park Entrances
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Citygarden Park-Enlargement Plan (PEZ)

P2

Figure 4.9 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

10M

P2 Citygarden-Annotated View (PEZ)

DENSELY VEGETATED
PERIPHERY

CLEAR EDGE BOUNDARY
WHIMSICAL SPLASH PAD
PERIPHERY-SEATING/VIEWING SPACE

Figure 4.10 (Image: TripAdvisor,2018)

Citygarden-Park Context Map (PEZ)

Figure 4.11 (Source: Google
Earth adapted by Author)
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Discovery Green-Enlargement Plan (PEZ)

P3

Figure 4.12 (Source: Google Earth Image adapted by Author)

P3 Discovery Green-Annotated View (PEZ)

10M

Discovery Green -Park
Context Map (PEZ)

PERIPHERY
SEATING AREA

WHIMSICAL SPLASH
PAD

CLEAR EDGE
BOUNDARY

Figure 4.14 (Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)

Figure 4.13 (Image: Hargreaves Associates, 2018)
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Play Edge Zone Summary

Key Zone Characteristics
•Vegetated boundary that insulates view from the street. Vegetation provides a feeling
of enclosure that creates a more relaxed feeling within the space.
•Located next to a major park entry to maximize visitors. Multiple entry points from the
street and the park to access the play space.
•Animated and highly interactive water space marked by textured paving stone materials. Ability for the play space to be lit at night.
•Surrounding seating functions provide observer/socializing space. Observed seating
forms found flexible options for both primary and secondary seating.
•Clearly bounded space with legible edges and horizontal ground plane to differentiate
the active play space from the more passive viewing and resting space. Play space
uses highly textured paving for transitional threshold into water/interactive space.
Comparative Zone Lessons
The key traits observed within the Play edge zone shows a range of materials, forms
and elements used to delineate active and passive functions. The zones are designed
to provide both overt and covert socialization potential. The two park edge zones compared have subtle variations. Discovery Green is curved at one side due to the road
alignment. Both Citygarden and Millennium Park have a rectilinear shape. The water
function is more varied and spontaneous at Citygarden and Millennium Park. Millennium Park also has the water function incorporated into a grand visual art piece, while
Discovery Green’s and Citygarden’s water functions are incorporated into the ground
plane. Although subtle differences exist, the overall form and associated primary and
secondary functions are achieved.
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Edge Zone Typology 2: Meander/Stroll Edge Zone
Definition: An edge zone offering alternative path systems to enter park spaces and to
provide the user with a more immediate, brief and immersive stroll function.
Discovery Green-Enlargement Plan (MSEZ)
P4

Figure 4.15 (Source: Google Earth image adapted by Author)

Bypass Path

20M
P4 Discovery Green-Annotated View (MSEZ)

Seating Spaces
Vertical Vegetative
Patches
Circulation Route

DENSE VERTICAL
VEGETATION

Discovery Green-Park
Context Map (MSEZ)

NARROW
PATH

Figure 4.16 (Image: Dragna, 2017)

Figure 4.17 (Source: Google
Earth adapted by Author)
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Tongva Park-Enlargement Plan (MSEZ)

P5

Figure 4.18 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

20M

P5 Tongva Park- Annotated View (MSEZ)
MEANDERING
OBSTRUCTED VIEW
PATH

MOUNDS TO
INSULATE
PATH NETWORK
Tongva Park- Park
Context Map (MSEZ)

Figure 4.19 (Image: Author)

Figure 4.20 Source:
(Google Earth adapted by
Author)
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Meander/Stroll Edge Zone Summary
Key Zone Characteristics
•Meandering path network obstructs a direct line of sight. Path mystery is aided by a
high density of vertical vegetation or vertically mounded low vegetation, creating an
immersive path experience that separates the user from the street, both visually and
physically.
•Large percentage of land area designed for vegetation patches, rather than hard surfaces. Vegetation is purely visual with no interactive capability.
•Narrow entrance paths with enclosing vegetation controls the pedestrian path network
through the edge zone, and reinforces a more passive meandering and strolling function
in the space.
•Located next to main park entry point to bypass meandering edge and provide more
direct paths into the space.
Comparative Zone Lessons
The meandering path networks observed within the edge zones in Tongva Park and
Discovery Green were both shaped with similar curving forms, allowing for enclosed
strolling of the space. The scale of each path network differs. Tongva Park provides
more path options, while Discovery Green provides a more linear and extended path
experience. The overall form of the edge zone within Discovery Green is elongated, but
the overall feeling and experience is the same. One slight variation is the large water
feature adjacent to Discovery Green’s edge zone, which allows for a vista overlook from
the seating spaces provided. The seating spaces within Tongva Park are much more
encapsulated, allowing for a more immersive and isolated reflection experience for the
user in the space.
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Edge Zone Typology 3: Landmark Edge Zone
Definition: A vertical form element provides visual foci for orienting people to the park.
Landmark elements become embedded with cultural values and serve as wayfinding or
landmark objects, regarding the larger city and public realm context. The Vertical elements are raised or positioned, allowing them to be viewed from a considerable distance, within or outside the park.
Tongva Park- Enlargement Plan (LEZ)

P8

20M
Main
Arterial
Road
Landmark
Elements

P6

Figure 4.21 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

P6 Tongva Park-Annotated View (LEZ)
EVOCATIVE FORM

Tongva Park-Park Context
Map (LEZ)

VISUALLY PROMINENT
POSITION

Figure 4.23 (Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)

LOCATED ON HIGH VOLUME
PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICULAR
STREET

Figure 4.22 (Image: Author)
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Millennium Park -Enlargement Plan (LEZ)

P7

P9

Figure 4.24 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

P7 Millennium Park- Annotated View (LEZ)

20M

VISUALLY
UNOBSTRUCTED
SPACE

Millennium Park-Park
Context Map (LEZ)
Figure 4.25 (Image: Plensa, 2018).

Figure 4.26
(Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)
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P8 Tongva Park-Annotated View (LEZ)
CREATIVE NIGHT
LIGHTING

Figure 4.27 (Image: Corner, 2018)

P9 Millennium Park-Annotated View (LEZ)

LIT FOR NIGHT
TIME SPACE
ACTIVATION

Figure 4.28 (Image: Plensa, 2018)
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Landmark Edge Zone Typology Summary
Key Zone Characteristics
•The focal element is placed in a prominent position in the park allowing the object to be
seen from multiple spaces within the park or from the larger public realm.
•The focal element is creatively lit at night, providing an after-hours attraction for park
users and a wayfinding beacon for the larger public realm.
•High quality craftsmanship and evocative form generate user intrigue and interaction
with the foci element.
•To a limited degree, the element has the ability for interaction and to be climb upon.
Comparative Zone Lessons
Both Landmark edge zones have achieved a similar level of significance within their respective cities, in terms of recognition and identification as landmarks. The illumination
of the objects extends interaction time for users and creates different visual perceptions
of the element. The placement of Tongva Park’s edge zone Landmark is integrated into
an Elevated/Tilt edge zone that, in terms of economics, allows for a more achievable
form. In contrast, the interactive LED screen and taller form creates a more iconic stimulating attraction. The designer describes that within hours of opening to the public, the
element was being used as an “informal water park. Kids played and splashed; adults
watched and smiled” (Gilfoyle,2006, 291). Landmark edge zones offer a “distinctive vision of creativity” (Gilfoyle,2006, 292) allowing users a new object to culturally associate
with.
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Edge Zone Typology 4: Gathering Edge Zone
Definition: An edge zone where the physical form encloses the space, both from within
the park and the adjacent urban context. The edge zone provides an immersive quality
for the user and offers a space for personal reflection or seclusion.
City Garden-Enlargement Plan (GEZ)

P10

Figure 4.29 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

P10 Citygarden-Annotated View (GEZ)

10M
Gathering Rooms

Vegetated Buffer

VERTICAL ELEMENT AND
VEGETATION FOR ENCLOSING
SPACE
MULTIPLE GATHERING ROOMS

Circulation Network

TEXTURED MATERIAL

Figure 4.30 (Image: Woltz, 2018) adapted by Author)

Figure 4.31
(Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)
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Citygarden- Park Context Map
(GEZ)

Discovery Green- Enlargement Plan (GEZ)

P11

Figure 4.32 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

P11 Discovery Green-Annotated View (GEZ)

20M

MAIN PATH BYPASS
PATHS USE TEXTURAL MATERIAL
AND COMPRESS/RELEASE FORM
MULTIPLE GATHERING
ROOMS

Discovery Green- Park
Context Map (GEZ)

VERTICAL ELEMENT AND VEGETATION
FOR ENCLOSING SPACE

Figure 4.33 (Image: Hargreaves et al.,2009,175)
adapted by Author)

Figure 4.34 (Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)
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Gather Edge Zone Summary

Key Zone Characteristics
•Edge zones located near high capacity secondary routes to bypass complex path
networks within the Gathering edge zone.
•Multiple rooms within the space to rest. The design form of the rooms achieves
a degree of prospect refuge by using vegetation or vertical elements to provide a
degree of enclosure.
•Large variety and complexity used in the planting scheme and the various textured
material provides a sensory experience within the space.
Comparative Zone Lessons
The overall form design of each edge zone is quite varied. Citygarden’s edge zone
is curvilinear and has seating spaces that curve inwards, providing different socialization potential. Discovery Green’s edge zone is very linear but offers multi spaces
to individual groups to gather in isolation. Both share an openness in the form that
allows gathering functions to feel immersive, while providing views out of the edge
zone to the adjacent park feature and larger urban context.
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Edge Zone Typology 5:Viewing Edge Zone
Definition: An edge zone that has an elevated space to allow prospect over the visual
design composition and human activity within the rest of the park.
Discovery Green-Enlargement Plan (ETEZ)

Highest Viewing Level
Circulation To
Platform
Views
Main Arterial Road
Elevator

20M

P12

Figure 4.35 (Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)

P12 Discovery Green-Annotated View (ETEZ)

Discovery Green- Park
Context Map (ETEZ)

KEY VIEWS FROM PLATFORM
VERTICAL
MOUND
VEGETATION
TILT EDGE PLATFORM
ACCESS OPTIONS

Figure 4.37 (Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)
Figure 4.36 (Image: Hargreaves et al, 2009, 172) adapter by Author)
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Tongva Park Enlargement Plan (VEZ)

P13

Figure 4.38 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

Staircases

P13 Tongva Park- Annotated View (VEZ)

20M

RETAINING WALLS FOR
ACHIEVING
VERTICAL FORM

KEY VIEWS

Tongva Park- Park
Context Map (VEZ)
HEAVILY VEGETATED
PLANTERS
Figure 4.39 (Image: Sarah Luce-Andreyko adapted by Author)

Figure 4.40 (Source: Google
Earth adapted by Author)
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Viewing Edge Zone Summary
Key Zone Characteristics
•Vertical elements, formed through retaining walls, earthwork, and plants, rise above
the rest of the park and can be seen from a distance from the park.
•Edge feature elevates the user to a vista level, providing overlook to the rest of the
park space and enabling key view of significant features of the larger context.
•Located on busy arterial road that manages high capacity of users.
•Located mid-block to allow maximum viewing capability from both sides of the street.
•Heavily vegetated boundary to conceal or reduce scale of vertical cliff type structure
from ground level.
•Multiple entry options – long zig zag or curving ramps to indirectly access elevated
space system for mobility challenged and stair designs provide a more direct path.
Comparative Zone Lessons
The overall form achieved through this zone allows the user to ascend to a place of
observation provide a strong prospect refuge type feature. The two forms are different
as Tongva is curved and Discovery Green is linear, but has achieved the same ability
to capture a elevated vista over the park features and the larger urban context.
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Edge Zone Typology 6: Cafe Edge Zone
Definition: An edge that provides retail function and offers sheltered socializing and
dining potential within the park.
Kylde Warren-Enlargement Plan (CEZ)

P14

Figure 4.41 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

P14 Klyde Warren-Annotated Plan (CEZ)

15M

GLASS FACADE

OUTDOOR
SEATING SPACE

Figure 4.42 (Image: Office of Jim Burnett
(OBJ), 2018.)

Kylde Warren-Context Map (CEZ)

Figure 4.43 (Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)
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Citygarden-Enlargement Plan (CEZ)

P15

Figure 4.44 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

15M

P15 Citygarden- Annotated View (CEZ)

15M

Circulation
Hierarchy
Cafe Building
Outdoor Seating
Plaza

OUTDOOR
SEATING

GLASS
FACADE
Citygarden Park Context Map (CEZ)

Figure 4.45 (Image: Hargraves et al.,2009,109)

Figure 4.46 (Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)
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Discovery Green-Enlargment Plan (CEZ)

P16

Figure 4.47 (Source: Google Earth adapted by Author)

15M

P16 Discovery Green Annotated View (CEZ)

GLASS
FACADE

OUTDOOR
SEATING
SPACE

Discovery Green-Park Context
Map (CEZ)

Figure 4.48 (Image: Hargraves et al.,2009,184)

Figure 4.49 (Source: Google Earth
adapted by Author)
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Cafe Edge Zone Summary
Key Zone Characteristics
•

Glass building facade lessens overall impact of built structure

•

Bordered by main and secondary park paths

•

Large seating space to adjacent to cafe structure to provides outdoor socializing

•

Direct sidewalk interface with cafe structure

Comparative Zone Lessons
The Cafe edge zone represent a form involving retail function into the park and becomes the primary feature of the zone. All three of the built forms are very similar in
form and function seating space located adjacent to it. The one major difference that
arose from the three buildings is the ability for both Discovery Green and Citygarden to
raise the cafe structure to a elevated position and offer a secondary function of a enclosed prospect refuge.
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Modern Edge Zone Typology for Urban Street Park Edges
The design approach taken within the edge of these contemporary parks allowed for the
creation of a series of individual edge zones. The edge zone subtypes were able to be
comparatively analyzed and a series of observations common to all were synthesized.
The final stage to the analysis process was to determine an appropriate definition for
each subtype group and name the primary function correlating to the form observed.
Returning to the scale of the park, and the observation of park zones as a singular edge
form system, numerous conditions become evident. The sample size is insufficient to
confirm the establishment of new park edge zone typologies for 21st century street park
edges. This requires further discussion and exploration. The edge zone types that seem
to be emerging, especially in many parks within cities in the United States, have the
following edge zone conditions:
1.Varied – To a large degree, the form of individual edge zones varied, unlike the uniform edge zones examined and highlighted in the history chapter. A response to the
varied design approach could not be determined in this study. Future research exploring the designer’s intent behind the observed edge forms could provide more depth in
understanding this approach.
2. Multi-functional – The edge zones provide a primary function and the indirect ability
for users to perform secondary functions within the spaces.
3. Complex Form System – more formal, complex systems within the edge zone are
used to establish clear legibility and increased performative space.
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Emerging 21st Century Park Plan Icon

MEANDER
EDGE

GATHER
EDGE

WATER PLAY
EDGE

RETAIL/
VIEWING
EDGE

Figure 4.50 (Source: Author)

The icon in figure 4.50 illustrates the developing phenomenon observed through the
case study examination. The icon represents a variation within each of the four edges,
in terms of multi-function and juxtaposing designs forms between each edge
condition. The following discussion explores the results and challenges that could impact the incorporation of these edge zone typologies into existing street park edges.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
This chapter will summarize the observations and initial lessons gathered through the
comparative case study analysis. The findings are situated in terms of their design
contribution to current park street edges, and the relevance these innovative forms can
contribute to landscape architects and city departments redesigning urban street park
edges. Additionally, a series of limitations, which need resolving, will be addressed as
research on the street park edge zone evolves, and integration of these typologies are
considered for traditional and future park street edges.
Results and Key Findings
The comparative case study analysis method was used to compare a set of case study
parks which were chosen based on a set of criteria mentioned in the methods chapter.
Additional site selection criteria were based on similar design approaches observed
throughout the edge zone. Diagrammatically and through photos the characteristics of
the edge zone subtypes was analyzed, and a series of new edge zone typologies were
generated. Following this a working typology was proposed, which characterized the
21st century urban street park edge zone in its entirety. This was based on the collection
of parks observed within the case study.
Park Edge Zone Typologies
This study, through criteria requirements, generated a group of five case studies within
North America deemed appropriate for the comparative analysis. The synthesis of the
case studies generated a group of six park edge zones: play edge zone, meander/stroll
edge zone, landmark edge zone, gather edge zone, viewing edge zone, and café edge
zone. The establishment of these edge zone typologies revealed a series of design form
approaches that allow for increased legibility and programmatic functions within the park
street edge. Each typology represents a significant change or evolution in the design
approaches that were historically represented. Many of the edge zone typologies used
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complex forms to insulate and define the space’s primary function. Although secondary
functions can be performed or improvised by users, a strongly prescribed programmatic
design influenced the behavioral responses to the edge zones. By examining the
typologies sensitivity to adjacent urban conditions, a correlation could not be
determined.
The degree of design complexity within the typologies varied, but many consistent
features were present. The typological zones of stroll/meander and gather edge zones,
showed a similar vegetative structure to define and enclose the space, but varied in
circulation networks and elements used. These structural differences influenced the
overall spatial quality and associated function within the typologies. There were also
form similarities between the café edge and play zones. Both focused on creating
openness and the potential for socialization. A difference existed between the structural
forms used as one, café edge zone, had a large building structure dictating the function
and the other, play edge zone, was largely devoid of physical forms, other than
interactive water or structural elements. The integration of a retail function in the café
edge zone, normally located adjacent to parks in more urban retail contexts, furthers the
assumption that the park is becoming more flexible in terms of appropriate functions to
facilitate within urban parks. In terms of form complexity, the viewing edge zone
represents a design form that significantly alters the typography of the park – either
through landform grading or large concrete forms. The benefit of a raised element is the
ability for the user to be elevated above the traditional ground perspective and gain
access to city views rarely seen, creating a destination within the park. The landmark
edge presents an innovative approach to traditional monuments by creating a new
abstract landmark. This allows a cultural attachment to these objects embedded by the
users shared experiences, rather than an explanation through a historical narrative.
By examining the collection of edge zone typologies, an understanding may be gained
of current societal trends influencing the observed changes in design approach within
the edge zone. Each edge zone typology represents an innovative design strategy for
the street park edge. All typologies represent a degree of form complexity to achieve the
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desired function and emotional response within the space. Functional flexibility exists to
a varying degree. Certain spaces can adapt and serve alternative functions, while
others are restricted due to their built form, such as the café edge zone or the viewing
edge zone. By relating these typologies to the forms identified in the literature review
chapter and historical chapter, there appears to be similar design forms and elements
that have been contextually adapted to serve a programmatic function for the park
edge. Other typologies appear to have a design strategy aimed at positioning functions
closer to the street – perhaps to better engage users arriving from the adjacent context.
These are observational assumptions, which require more detailed and longer studies
to observe the patterns and design philosophy causing these shifts. This study identified
a series of typologies, which can contribute to appropriate design forms in the edge
zone. There are also challenges and limitations to adapting these typologies in the
urban context of Toronto or other North American cities.
Challenges
Identified challenges, listed below, require management by designers and municipal
staff when considering appropriate design changes for the street edges of traditional
parks.
Challenge One: Pre-Existing Context
The parks examined in the comparative analysis were developed from vacant urban
lands having largely undefined or adjacent built forms. For example, Discovery Green
as shown in figure 5.1 was built on an existing parking lot. The existing context had a
degree of established built form before the park’s development. A significant proportion
of the adjacent infrastructure followed. This was used as an economic catalyst to drive
density to these city areas (North, 2013, 106). The phased incorporation of the
surrounding urban built form created a dynamic and varied context that required the
park edge zones to respond. Unlike the heavily established contexts of more
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established urban parks, greater flexibility to establish more bold and expressive forms
is found in the contemporary examples.

Figure 5.1 Discovery Green Pre-existing Context (Cohen, 83, 2015)

This allowed the conversion and reconfiguring of certain streets to accommodate the
park’s design requirements, as in the design of Discovery Green (North, 2013, 106).
Using Discovery Green as a contemporary example, the park was planned to serve a
large public realm consisting of visitors and residents from a large catchment area in the
City of Houston, Texas (North, 2013, 106). Many of the parks within the urban core of
Toronto that were examined are currently interfacing with multiple streets, and have
adjacent built form. The established context within these parks restricts the ability to
adapt the adjacent context to the same degree as the contemporary case study parks.
Challenge Two: Adaptability to Existing Context
This is much the same as challenge one. This point addresses more detailed design
restrictions that make the integration of more complex contemporary edge zone
elements difficult. Many of the forms identified within typologies such as the viewing
edge zone, play edge zone or café edge zone require major alterations to the existing
park form. This could influence the degree of transformation possible without
compromising the traditional values of the original designer’s intent. Examining the
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context of Allan Gardens reveals design form constraints or adaptations that are
required to integrate more complex forms into the park street edges. For instance, Allan
Gardens is bound by four streets and this presents infrastructure challenges. Storm and
sewage pipes are integrated within the street infrastructure and present a major barrier
for the integration of complex edge typologies requiring major subgrade alterations (City
of Toronto, April 2018). Many traditional urban park edge zones in Toronto have an
existing and mature vegetation canopy, influencing the potential for ground alterations.
Numerous tree inventories have been conducted on Allan Gardens, including one titled
A forested urban park: what is the value of Allan Gardens to the City of Toronto, which
discovered that many of the mature trees on the site are in good health (Sabir, 2009).
The quality of the mature canopy presents challenges to designing some of the more
complex edge form typologies. Incorporating the viewing edge zone into Allan Gardens
would require significant alterations to the edge space it would be positioned. This could
cause significant damage to the established tree root network. In addition to disrupting
existing park features, would be a concern regarding the impact to traditional park
design forms.
Challenge Three: Different Department Jurisdictional Coordination
City department jurisdictional responsibilities present numerous political barriers, which
may be difficult to negotiate. Currently, the park space and it boundaries within the City
of Toronto are managed by Parks, Forestry and Recreation; the sidewalk and street are
under the jurisdiction of Toronto Transportation Services. Many of the contemporary
case study edge zone examples do not alter the sidewalk; however, future edge zone
designs that require the integration of both the park edge and the sidewalk will require
jurisdictional resolution to design an integrated edge zone and sidewalk user
experience.
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Challenge Four: Heritage Value
Certain parks, including Allan Gardens, have significant heritage value; many with
heritage protection that includes designation made through the Ontario Heritage Act
(OHA). Documents such as A Heritage Conservation Management Strategy for Allan
Garden, by the City of Toronto, addresses the heritage value within the park (City of
Toronto, 2004). Many original features within this park have been degraded or removed,
due to a reduced maintenance regime illuminated through the history chapter. Another
heritage issue is the traditional views into the park that feature elements, such as the
Palm House in Allan Gardens (City of Toronto, 2004,1-8). These concerns require a
very contextual adaptation of the edge zone typologies to preserve the heritage values
of the park.
Challenge Five: Contemporary Parks Used as Economic Catalysts
To address the economic point raised in challenge one, many TOCORE study area
parks are balancing public realm functions throughout the network. Functional
requirements place a lower standard on design expectations than signature parks. This
is the situation in Discovery Green in Houston, Texas. Many of the contemporary case
study parks were privately financed and planned as economic catalysts for the larger
urban context (North, 2013, 106). Although current service demands of this more
traditional network of urban parks is lower than the contemporary examples,
performative requirements in the future may lead to the incorporation of more complex
edge zone design schemes. This relates to the economic reality confronting the current
park funding mechanism for maintenance and enhancement. The TOCORE Downtown
Parks and Public Realm Plan (Public Work, 2018) mentions funding mechanisms to
initiate public realm strategies, but a major concern moving forward will be securing
adequate park budgets to maintain and improve parks. The edge zone history chapter
illustrates economic realities during various phases of park design, and the impact
economic realities had on the state of those parks.
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Challenge Six: Safety
Even though results, such as those presented in the history chapter addressing the
overreaction by initiatives such as CPTED and the critique by William Whyte concerning
the design response taken to prevent undesirables from freely accessing Bryant Park
(Whyte, 1979), there exists negative perceptual concerns to design forms – such as the
construction of enclosure walls through vegetation or hard materials that are identified in
the design forms of the gather edge zone and the viewing edge zone. These safety
concerns would need to be understood from a detailed evaluation of the parks
contextual surroundings and the communities understanding of the safety concerns they
face.
Challenge Seven: Street Capacity
Another concern affecting the appropriate integration of contemporary edge zone
elements involves street capacity. Many of the parks identified in figure 1.2 have a
varied number of vehicular lanes adjacent to the edge zone. The impact of a two, four or
six lane road affects the appropriateness of certain edge zone forms and other
contextual requirements that need to be constructed to mitigate noise and activity on
high-volume streets. Pedestrian movement on these road variations place further
design pressure that needs to be understood.
Relevance

This study serves as an introductory exploration into the park edge as an element of
physical design and the exploration of the edge as a space. Through the integration of
design forms and elements, the park edge can be transformed into an edge zone that
increases the function within that park space. Exploring past historical treatment of the
edge and current contemporary parks, the edge zone represents a space that offers
programmatic functions for the park user and the adjacent context. Clearly developing
and defining the urban park street edge, offers the potential to cohesively, through
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increased spatial performance, connect the edge with the street and the park interior.
Like the city components described by Lynch in The Image of the City, the park requires
the “total orchestration of these units […to…] knit together a dense and vivid image”
(Lynch, 1960, 108). The typologies represent a series of visual designs that can inform
and inspire future development and design potentials for the edge zone. The
establishment of typologies, in terms of form description, and the visual inventory and
function associated with it, introduces an understanding of the edge zone and the
significant role it can play for the urban park.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The City of Toronto’s urban core, and possibly other cities within North America, are
growing, and the increasing densification forces are placing greater pressure on the
cities’ park network. The research conducted, which identified and categorized edge
zone typologies, presents a series of design interventions able to provide new and
innovative functions to a public realm space currently underdeveloped. The methods
utilized can aid urban park designers and city staff to understand the design form and
function the edge zone can provide for traditional urban park street edges. The primary
goal of the research was to explore and typologically define potential design forms and
functions for the edge zone. The data collected indicates a series of beneficial results
stemming from the comparative case study analysis. A working typology was
categorized for the current overall design approach of the edge zone common to all
contemporary sites selected. Given the introductory exploration into the edge zone as a
space, there seems to exist vast potential to develop edge zone typologies. Research
into the edge zone is in its infancy. There are numerous design forms and performative
functions the edge zone is able contribute to captivate and inspire space for the
constantly evolving public realm. Many of the observations stated will require further
data and analysis. Further studies examining the opportunities and constraints of the
existing conditions will confirm the validity of the typologies and overall understanding of
the edge zone. This final chapter will conclude with potential research in the future and
final thoughts on the study of the edge zone.
Limitations
The research procedures identified a series of limitations, which potentially influence the
conclusion derived at in this research.
1. The process involved with studying many of the comparative analysis cases used
secondary sources; publications and Google Earth, for example. This potentially
impacted the observations made and the degree of detail that could be analyzed.
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Further studies that examine the site by gathering primary data from each typology zone
could result in additional findings.
2. The investigation relied on the researcher’s subjective analysis and could be open to
alternative interpretations and conclusions.
3. The case studies chosen and presented had few existing limitations and large private
budgets. This allowed bolder design forms to be developed. The applicability to existing
parks facing constrained budgets and more established physical infrastructure will be
greatly challenging; however, the approach taken is valuable in showing the boundaries
of what is possible for edge design, and refining the application based on site and
contextual conditions.
Future Research
The comparative case study analysis revealed a series of typologies to inform edge
zone design strategies. Research is still in the introductory phase, in terms of
geographical scope and detailed analysis of the individual typologies. One research
goal was to establish a method categorizing and defining the edge zone of street park
edges by comparing a series of contemporary parks. This method was used to identify
and characterize forms and functions, which could inform the contextual setting of the
park street edge within densifying urban core parks.
Evolution of the Research
As more parks are redesigned, and new parks with a similar design schemes are
established, additional typologies of park edges within those parks can develop a more
substantial list. This would increase the validity of the edge zone study. Additional parks
establishing an edge zone could further verify the working typology for the park edge.
The literature review showed many forms and functions are still possible for the edge
zone. Comparative analysis studies focused on different qualities of the edge zone
would enrich the overall complexity of the space.
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The scope of this study explored one type of urban park edge interface – edges that
interface with streets. Observing a broader range of current park conditions, and using a
wider range of appropriate case studies, could lead to typologies appropriate for a
series of different park conditions and scales.
Alternative Research Methods
More than identifying and characterizing general features, a need exists for more
comprehensive studies focused on a wide range of quantitative data. This includes
dimensioning of form systems within the zone and collecting more comprehensive user
data. Research involving surveys, formal interviews and public life studies could be
used to understand user responses within the spaces. This could add detail to design
decisions before developing edge zones. Design strategy questions could ask park
designers to determine the contextual rational for making development decisions of
individual edge zones. User feedback studies, regarding visual edge preferences, could
be conducted to analyze physiological responses to design forms observed in the edge
zone. Given the proximity of the edge zone to the dense urban context and the
street/park interface, the shifting design form of a more programmatic and varied
approach to the edge should be studied further. Other studies could examine whether
increased park visitation and interaction with the park is a result of the shifting edge
form.
Through alternative methods, a more complex understanding of the edge zone, and the
potential to develop a series of guidelines to direct planners and landscape architects,
could be established.
Related Studies
Studies examining funding mechanisms and jurisdictional issues over urban street edge
design could enhance the comfort level to committing to more complex edge zone
typologies.
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Combined studies linking edge zone design with efforts, such as Tactical Urbanism or
Complete Streets, could expand the functional impact of integrating the city component
into a cohesive design. This could remove the more contextual barriers between park,
street, and built urban form.
Future Direction of the Research
The development and evolution of these park typologies throughout the United States
and Canada should be explored through a continued inventory and analysis of the
design approach, and first-hand user interactions within the spaces. Additional sets of
observations and approaches would track the evolution and shifting typological
functions the contemporary case studies in this research explored. This would add to
new case studies, as new parks are established across the United States and Canada.
The results gathered, analyzed and categorized in this study is the first stage in the
identification and establishment of a typological categorization of edge zones, and
should not be understood as an exhaustive study. Several additional studies, as well as,
interdisciplinary studies with adjacent urban areas to the park street edge zones could
establish grounded edge zone literature and a larger visual database to reference and
examine.
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